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Ruth Bader Ginsburg, 1933–2020 

David Cole 

Bettmann via Getty Images 

Ruth Bader Ginsburg, 1977 

With the exception of Thurgood Marshall, no Supreme Court justice did more to realize the 

Constitution’s promise of “equal protection of the law” than Ruth Bader Ginsburg, who died on 

Friday. Where Marshall, as director-counsel of the NAACP Legal Defense Fund, succeeded in 

dismantling Jim Crow segregation, Ginsburg, as the first director of the ACLU Women’s Rights 

https://www.nybooks.com/contributors/david-cole/
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Project, persuaded the Supreme Court that women and men, long treated differently under the law, 

must be accepted as equals. 

Neither acted alone; they carried the torches of the civil rights and women’s rights movements, 

respectively. Their courtroom arguments were buoyed by broader political currents. But both achieved 

far-reaching, historic changes in constitutional law. And both did it incrementally, through careful, 

painstaking work, aimed at appealing to those not already with them. As Ginsburg said, “Fight for the 

things that you care about, but do it in a way that will lead others to join you.” 

In the last years of her life, Ginsburg became an unlikely celebrity. RBG T-shirts, mugs, earrings, 

bobblehead dolls, workout gear, and books all became best-sellers. In 2018, both a documentary, RBG, 

and a Hollywood feature film, On the Basis of Sex, appeared, to popular and critical acclaim. Chief 

Justice John Roberts quipped, at the unveiling of a portrait of Ginsburg, that his children asked him 

why he, too, didn’t have a rapper’s moniker. She deserved every bit of the praise. One of only nine 

women in a class of about five hundred at Harvard Law School, she broke many barriers, and her 

work made it possible for young women today to take for granted that they cannot be denied 

admission, jobs, or other benefits simply because of their sex. That’s radical. 

But she was about the unlikeliest radical you’d ever meet. Shy to the point of awkward in personal 

interactions, she spoke quietly but with evident conviction and integrity. She picked her words 

carefully, whether in briefs, arguments, questions from the bench, dissents, or conversations. 

When I was a law student in the 1980s, a recent convert to feminism, I wrote an article for an obscure 

law journal on Ginsburg’s litigation campaign at the ACLU to achieve equal protection for women. 

When Ginsburg began it, in the early 1970s, the Supreme Court had long accepted sex-based 

differences as natural, upholding laws that explicitly prohibited women from serving as lawyers, 

bartenders, or jurors. Knowing that if she was going to change this she’d have to convince a court 

exclusively comprising men, she chose to bring a series of equal rights cases on behalf of male plaintiffs. 

Many sex-based laws seemed to favor women over men, by, for example, giving widows automatic 

social security survivor benefits, but extending the same benefits to widowers only if they proved that 

they had been dependent on their spouse. Because such laws directly harmed men, Ginsburg thought 

they might be more likely to trouble the all-male court. And she often focused on lawsuits involving 

married couples, because she could show that the while the law benefitted some women (widows), it 

simultaneously harmed others (women who die before their husbands, and weren’t assured that their 

spouses would get the same survivor’s benefits). The real harm, Ginsburg made clear in her briefs, was 

that such laws reinforced stereotypes about women’s dependence, fragility, and need for protection—

and men’s lack thereof.  

In the article, I celebrated the brilliance of Ginsburg’s strategy, but also advanced a critique of the 

approach, influenced by Catherine MacKinnon, the feminist legal scholar. The focus on male plaintiffs, 

and deployment of arguments that women are the same as men, I argued, might have contributed to 

the court’s failure in subsequent cases to recognize sex discrimination in situations where women and 

men were in some way different. For example, the court held that the male-only draft, workplace rules 

that discriminated against pregnant employees, and a criminal law that punished boys but not girls for 

underage sex, comported with equal protection because women and men were physically different. 
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Presumptuously, I sent my article to Ginsburg, then a judge on the D.C. Circuit. She wrote back, 

thanking me for it, but politely rejecting my critique. She insisted that the only realistic way to get the 

court to recognize the wrong of sex discrimination was to start where men and women were in all 

material respects the same. As she later put it, “Real change, enduring change, happens one step at a 

time.” At the time, I bristled at the sense of caution. 

Ginsburg subsequently offered a similar critique of Roe v. Wade, suggesting that the court may have 

acted too precipitately, short-circuiting a nascent movement in state legislatures to recognize the right 

to abortion, and thereby contributing, she argued, to the backlash that we are living with to this day. 

Here, also, Ginsburg favored an incrementalist approach, which, she speculated, might have provoked 

less resistance and thereby secured more stable and lasting reform. 

As a justice, too, she refrained from bomb-throwing. On a court dominated by conservatives, she 

frequently found herself in dissent. But unlike some of her more rhetorical colleagues—in particular, 

Justice Antonin Scalia—her dissents did not aim barbs at the majority, but instead coolly, 

painstakingly, and effectively dissected the ruling’s errors, and often placed her emphasis on areas of 

agreement and avenues the majority decision left open. 

RBG achieved real change. She entered the law at a time when men wielded virtually all political and 

economic power, women were barely taken seriously in the legal profession or by the law itself, and the 

statute books were shot through with sex-based laws. She used her skills to elevate the status of women 

in the United States forever. The world she has left behind was transformed by her work. But at every 

turn, she pursued change methodically, with care and attention to her own imperative that one must 

always seek to bring others along. Her career illustrates that one can be radical and incrementalist at 

the same time; indeed, as she argued, it may be the only way to achieve enduring change. 

She wasn’t always cautious, of course. In 1972, she made her first argument before the Supreme 

Court in a case challenging a federal rule that granted automatic spousal benefits to wives of members 

of the military, but not to husbands of women who served in the few positions then open to them. 

Facing the nine male justices, Ginsburg closed her argument by quoting the suffragist and abolitionist 

Sarah Grimké: 

In asking the Court to declare sex a suspect criterion, amicus urges a position forcibly stated in 1837 by 

Sarah Grimké, noted abolitionist and advocate of equal rights for men and women. She spoke not 

elegantly, but with unmistakable clarity. She said, “I ask no favor for my sex. All I ask of our brethren 

is that they take their feet off our necks.” 

In response, Chief Justice Warren Burger, sounding a bit at a loss, could muster only “Thank you, Mrs. 

Ginsburg.” The court ruled in her favor, 8-1. 

 

https://www.nybooks.com/daily/2020/09/20/ruth-bader-ginsburg-1933-2020/  

https://www.oyez.org/cases/1972/71-1694
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2020 Ig Nobel Awards celebrate the not-so-serious side of science 

By Nick Lavars 

 

Dr Ivan Maksymov and Andrey Pototsky from Swinburne University in Melbourne took out the 2020 Ig 

Nobel Prize for Physics with the help of an inebriated earthworm 

ARC Centre of Excellence for Nanoscale BioPhotonics, Swinburne University of Technology 

VIEW 1 IMAGES 

For three decades, the Ig Nobel Awards have celebrated the lighter side of science by highlighting 

research achievements that “first make people laugh then make them think.” And there’s no shortage 

of amusing projects amid the 2020 crop, with alligators made to bellow in helium chambers and 

drunken earthworms that vibrate on speakers just a couple of peculiar experiments to catch the judges’ 

eyes. 

This year marks the 30th instalment of the Ig Nobel Awards, and follows a 2019 event that offered 

plenty of useful and comical scientific revelations. Last year we learned how much saliva a five-year-old 

https://newatlas.com/author/nick-lavars/
https://newatlas.com/science/ig-nobel-awards-2019/?itm_source=newatlas&itm_medium=article-body
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child can produce in a day, just how dirty polymer bank notes can be and how wombats manage to 

produce cube-shaped poo. And in 2020 the weird science has kept on coming. 

 

 

Taking out the Acoustics Prize was an international team of scientists investigating the bellows of 

crocodilians. To do so, the researchers induced and recorded female Chinese alligators bellowing in an 

airtight chamber, and had some of them inhale a mix of helium and oxygen to increase the velocity of 

their cries. Sounds like these guys would be a big hit at a crocodile birthday party. 

In another creative approach to animal science, scientists in Australia were investigating how the 

human brain functions by studying what happens to earthworms when they vibrate at high frequency, 

but not without getting them drunk first. The slightly inebriated earthworms were placed atop sub-

woofer speakers, with the scientists using the “subharmonic body waves” they create to explore the role 

nerve-based electrical pulses and sound wave signals might play in the brain. The researchers earned 

the 2020 Ig Nobel Prize for Physics for their efforts. 

“Earthworms were used because they are cheap, don’t require ethics approval, and their axons are 

somewhat similar to mammalian nerve fibers,” says Swinburne University’s Dr Ivan Maksymov. “Plus, 

one can easily anaesthetise a worm using vodka.” 

Winner of the Entomology Prize was American Entomologist Richard S Vetter, whose study 

“Arachnophobic Entomologists: When Two More Legs Makes a Big Difference,” revealed that many 

entomologists are afraid of spiders (which aren’t insects). The Medicine Prize, meanwhile, was awarded 

to scientists from the Netherlands and Belgium who first diagnosed the medical condition of 

Misophonia, the distress caused by having to listen to others chew. 

For their pioneering work demonstrating that knives made from frozen human poo don’t work too 

well, a team from the UK and US took out the Material Science Prize, while the Economics Prize went 

to a team exploring the relationship between national income inequality and the frequency of mouth-to-

mouth kissing. 

The full list of 2020 award winners is available at the source link below and the ceremony can be 

watched in the video below. 

The 30th First Annual Ig Nobel Prize Ceremony 

Source: Improbable Research, Scimex 

We recommend 

1. Can country music drive you to suicide? 

https://newatlas.com/wombat-square-poo-study/57289/?itm_source=newatlas&itm_medium=article-body
https://www.improbable.com/ig-about/winners/#ig2020
https://www.scimex.org/newsfeed/australia-lands-prestigious-global-ig-nobel-award
https://www.bmj.com/content/329/Suppl_S5/0411396a?utm_content=americas&utm_campaign=usage&utm_medium=cpc&utm_source=trendmd
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Jeanne Lenzer, BMJ's Coronavirus (covid-19) Hub, 2004 

2. Creative minds 

Sanjay A Pai, BMJ's Coronavirus (covid-19) Hub, 2006 

3. Weill Cornell, NYGC Group to Commercialize WGS Circulating Tumor DNA Cancer 

Recurrence Assay 

Precision Oncology News, 2019 

1. How to win a Nobel prize in Medicine 

Laura M Fishman et al., BMJ's Coronavirus (covid-19) Hub, 2004 

2. LIRA-PRIME: a randomized trial in primary care settings of liraglutide versus OAD for 

glycemic control in patients with T2D. Zoghbi M. 

Presented at EASD 2020. Sponsored by Novo Nordisk. 

3. genomiQa, Icon Group to Validate Genomic Analysis Platform CapeDx in Australia 

Precision Oncology News, 2020 

  

https://newatlas.com/science/2020-ig-nobel-awards-

science/?utm_source=New+Atlas+Subscribers&utm_campaign=8ac49f3d30-

EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2020_09_25_11_07&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_65b67362bd-

8ac49f3d30-92970593   

https://www.bmj.com/content/333/Suppl_S3/0609349.full?utm_content=americas&utm_campaign=usage&utm_medium=cpc&utm_source=trendmd
https://www.precisiononcologynews.com/sequencing/weill-cornell-nygc-group-commercialize-wgs-circulating-tumor-dna-cancer-recurrence-assay?utm_medium=TrendMD&utm_source=TrendMD&utm_campaign=TMD_PON
https://www.precisiononcologynews.com/sequencing/weill-cornell-nygc-group-commercialize-wgs-circulating-tumor-dna-cancer-recurrence-assay?utm_medium=TrendMD&utm_source=TrendMD&utm_campaign=TMD_PON
https://www.bmj.com/content/328/Suppl_S2/040276?utm_content=americas&utm_campaign=usage&utm_medium=cpc&utm_source=trendmd
https://ad.doubleclick.net/ddm/clk/476496959;282734253;e
https://ad.doubleclick.net/ddm/clk/476496959;282734253;e
https://www.precisiononcologynews.com/cancer/genomiqa-icon-group-validate-genomic-analysis-platform-capedx-australia?utm_medium=TrendMD&utm_source=TrendMD&utm_campaign=TMD_PON#.X05kmkVKjIU
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How to read coronavirus news and learn what you actually need to know about staying safe in 

the pandemic 

Author 

1. Thomas J. Hrach 

Associate Professor, Department of Journalism and Strategic Media, University of Memphis 

Disclosure statement 

Thomas J. Hrach does not work for, consult, own shares in or receive funding from any company or 

organization that would benefit from this article, and has disclosed no relevant affiliations beyond their 

academic appointment. 
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University of Memphis provides funding as a member of The Conversation US. 

View all partners 

 

We believe in the free flow of information 

https://theconversation.com/profiles/thomas-j-hrach-1047302
https://theconversation.com/institutions/university-of-memphis-2147
https://theconversation.com/us/partners
https://theconversation.com/profiles/thomas-j-hrach-1047302
https://theconversation.com/institutions/university-of-memphis-2147
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Republish our articles for free, online or in print, under a Creative Commons license. 

Republish this article 

With COVID-19, a news story that may be 100% accurate can still unintentionally mislead readers 

about the greatest threats of the pandemic. The unintended outcome results from a lesson taught to 

every journalism student: Use “real people” to “humanize” the news. 

The “real person” in COVID-19 stories may be a mom concerned about her child getting sick in the 

classroom, used as an example in an article about schools reopening. It may be the the family 

member of a person who died from COVID-19, who gives a moving account for a story about the 

virus’s effects on young adults. 

News is about people, so it makes sense to highlight real-life stories. Viewers and readers relate more to 

personal tales than they do to dry statistics. 

But one person’s experience is, well, one person’s experience. Media studies research suggests readers 

should not be unduly swayed by one person’s tale of woe – or joy – because examples don’t necessarily 

represent the whole. 

Harrowing, memorable and incomplete 

Six million Americans have contracted the coronavirus, experiencing radically differing symptoms, 

illnesses and outcomes. So terrifying individual tales in a news story can’t tell people all they need to 

know. 

For example, National Public Radio recently did a piece on people recovering very slowly from the 

coronavirus. The gut-wrenching story told first-person accounts of two women who continue to suffer 

months after getting the virus. 

The interview was harrowing – enough to scare one into wearing a mask at all times – and memorable. 

But most people will not become COVID-19 “long haulers.” Evidence suggests it takes usually two 

weeks to recover from mild cases and six weeks from serious cases. 

While scientists don’t yet fully understand COVID-19, the overall recovery rate from the virus is 

between 97% and 99.75%. 

NPR included information on typical illness length in its story on COVID-19 long haulers. But the two 

women’s horrific accounts are what many listeners will likely recall – and tell others about. 

Another exemplification that could lead people to misunderstand pandemic risk is the story of the first 

child under age 5 to die from the virus, in South Carolina. Distributed nationally by the Associated 

Press, this piece ran in local papers across the U.S. It would naturally have parents concerned. 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/health/children-and-the-virus-as-schools-reopen-much-remains-unknown-about-the-risk-to-kids-and-the-peril-they-pose-to-others/2020/08/09/e40f0862-d81e-11ea-930e-d88518c57dcc_story.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/08/11/us/virus-young-deaths.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/08/11/us/virus-young-deaths.html
https://www.americanpressinstitute.org/journalism-essentials/makes-good-story/good-stories-prove-relevance-audience
https://www.americanpressinstitute.org/journalism-essentials/makes-good-story/good-stories-prove-relevance-audience
https://www.routledge.com/Exemplification-in-Communication-the-influence-of-Case-Reports-on-the-Perception/Zillmann-Brosius/p/book/9780805828115
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/us/coronavirus-us-cases.html
https://www.npr.org/transcripts/900710151
https://www.npr.org/transcripts/900710151
https://theconversation.com/im-a-covid-19-long-hauler-and-an-epidemiologist-heres-how-it-feels-when-symptoms-last-for-months-143676
https://www.webmd.com/lung/covid-recovery-overview#2
https://www.webmd.com/lung/covid-recovery-overview#2
https://www.webmd.com/lung/covid-recovery-overview#1
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2020/07/12/south-carolina-reports-first-coronavirus-death-child-under-5/5423730002/
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2020/07/12/south-carolina-reports-first-coronavirus-death-child-under-5/5423730002/
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Yet the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention says children so young are nine times less likely to 

die from COVID-19 than young adults and 270 times less likely than people in their 50s. 

This information was not included in the story, potentially skewing parents’ thinking when it comes to 

decisions about everything from play dates to school attendance. 

 

Young children are extremely unlikely to die from COVID-19. AP Photo/Elaine Thompson 

Anecdotal evidence is…anecdotal 

This problem goes beyond coronavirus coverage. 

Another common tactic in the news business is the “anecdotal lead” – the short story that starts a news 

article or TV news broadcast, meant to grab attention. For example, one widely reported 

anecdote during the anti-racism protests following the police death of George Floyd was a store owner 

in Santa Monica, California, who protected his liquor store from looting in June by standing out front 

with an assault rifle. 

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/covid-data/investigations-discovery/hospitalization-death-by-age.html
https://images.theconversation.com/files/355578/original/file-20200831-18-hq5ltd.jpg?ixlib=rb-1.1.0&q=45&auto=format&w=1000&fit=clip
https://images.theconversation.com/files/355578/original/file-20200831-18-hq5ltd.jpg?ixlib=rb-1.1.0&q=45&auto=format&w=1000&fit=clip
https://www.washingtonpost.com/health/the-numbers-are-low-until-its-your-child-the-coronavirus-can-be-deadly-for-children-too/2020/04/21/0f5ab28a-83e9-11ea-ae26-989cfce1c7c7_story.html
https://losangeles.cbslocal.com/2020/06/01/santa-monica-owner-defends-his-store-with-guns-amid-looting/
https://losangeles.cbslocal.com/2020/06/01/santa-monica-owner-defends-his-store-with-guns-amid-looting/
https://images.theconversation.com/files/355578/original/file-20200831-18-hq5ltd.jpg?ixlib=rb-1.1.0&q=45&auto=format&w=1000&fit=clip
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Be wary of such opening anecdotes. 

The Santa Monica snapshot, while true, is not indicative of how unrest across the nation is playing out. 

Most protests are peaceful, and when looting breaks out business owners generally leave armed defense 

to the police. Some press charges against those who damage their property. Other small business 

owners have fed, protected and joined peaceful protesters. 

 

Many small business owners, like Oji Abbott of Washington, D.C., supported recent anti-racism 

protests. Brendan Smialowski / AFP via Getty Images 

All those stories are told in the media, too. Yet Brian Dunning, executive director of Skeptoid Media, 

which produces a podcast dedicated to debunking bad science, said the opening anecdote is usually 

what readers and viewers remember from a news story – not so much the bigger picture it is supposed 

to convey. 

The human brain is “hard-wired to think anecdotally,” said Dunning in a recent interview with a group 

of journalism educators. 

https://theconversation.com/federal-agents-sent-to-kenosha-but-history-shows-militarized-policing-in-cities-can-escalate-violence-and-trigger-conflict-143579
https://theconversation.com/black-lives-matter-movement-uses-creative-tactics-to-confront-systemic-racism-143273
https://www.wsj.com/articles/at-george-floyd-protests-police-and-protesters-try-to-stop-looting-11591377543
https://www.wsj.com/articles/at-george-floyd-protests-police-and-protesters-try-to-stop-looting-11591377543
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/minneapolis-businesswoman-stands-protesters-even-after-her-store-burned-down-n1226731
https://images.theconversation.com/files/355580/original/file-20200831-25-rb6c5d.jpg?ixlib=rb-1.1.0&q=45&auto=format&w=1000&fit=clip
https://images.theconversation.com/files/355580/original/file-20200831-25-rb6c5d.jpg?ixlib=rb-1.1.0&q=45&auto=format&w=1000&fit=clip
https://www.gettyimages.com/detail/news-photo/oji-abbott-chef-o-sits-in-front-of-his-restaurant-oohhs-and-news-photo/1221108523?adppopup=true
https://skeptoid.com/
http://aejmc.org/events/sanfrancisco20/keynote/
https://images.theconversation.com/files/355580/original/file-20200831-25-rb6c5d.jpg?ixlib=rb-1.1.0&q=45&auto=format&w=1000&fit=clip
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Science backs this up. Research into cognitive processing finds that people consume information 

constantly, and their brains eventually get so full that only a few scant details can be recalled. 

“So most news story content is never adequately processed and quickly forgotten,” write Stanely J. 

Baran and Dennis K. Davis in a primer on mass communication. “Even when we do make a more 

conscious effort to learn from news, we often lack the information necessary to make in-depth 

interpretations of content.” 

The big pandemic puzzle 

Despite the foibles of human memory, journalists still gravitate toward “the intriguing case report” and 

the “exemplar-laden account,” explain researchers Dolf Zillman and Hans Bernrd Brosius in their 2000 

book “Exemplification in Communication.” 

There’s a simple reason: It sells. 

“Journalism dedicated to unexemplified, abstract accounts of phenomena, no matter how reliable and 

effectively informative, has rarely, if ever, been considered a winning formula,” say Zillman and 

Brosius. 

[Deep knowledge, daily. Sign up for The Conversation’s newsletter.] 

The real-person story is not useless. It can help people understand today’s complicated world of deadly 

pandemics, civil unrest and economic devastation. 

But examples are only part of a bigger picture that may well be abstract, nuanced and ever-changing. 

The wise news consumer will consider each example as just one piece of the pandemic puzzle as they 

make daily decisions to keep themselves healthy and their families safe. 

 

https://theconversation.com/how-to-read-coronavirus-news-and-learn-what-you-actually-need-to-

know-about-staying-safe-in-the-pandemic-

144261?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Latest%20from%20The%20Conversation%20for%20S

eptember%204%202020%20-

%201723116646&utm_content=Latest%20from%20The%20Conversation%20for%20September%20

4%202020%20-

%201723116646+Version+B+CID_a9f4406bf6e33003b0e9498edff7193b&utm_source=campaign_monit

or_us&utm_term=How%20to%20read%20coronavirus%20news%20and%20learn%20what%20you

%20actually%20need%20to%20know%20about%20staying%20safe%20in%20the%20pandemic  

https://theconversation.com/how-memories-are-formed-and-retrieved-by-the-brain-revealed-in-a-new-study-125361
https://global.oup.com/ushe/product/mass-communication-theory-9780190942793
https://www.routledge.com/Exemplification-in-Communication-the-influence-of-Case-Reports-on-the-Perception/Zillmann-Brosius/p/book/9780805828115
https://theconversation.com/us/newsletters/the-daily-3?utm_source=TCUS&utm_medium=inline-link&utm_campaign=newsletter-text&utm_content=deepknowledge
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How Aztecs Reacted to Colonial Epidemics 

Colonial exploitation made the indigenous Aztec people disproportionately vulnerable to epidemics. 

Indigenous accounts show their perspective. 

 

Amphibian attack of spanish-tlaxcallan forces. 1773 reproduction from 1584 original version of the Lienzo de 

Tlaxcala 

 via Wikimedia Commons 

By: Richard Herzog  

Devastating epidemics have been part of American history at least since the arrival of the first Europeans. 

Then as now, Native Americans and people of African descent have been disproportionately affected by 

diseases brought to the “New World” by Europeans. As Jeffrey Ostler noted in the Atlantic, these effects are 

compounded by the colonial legacies of slavery and by economic discrimination. In school we read and learn 

about the epidemics from the perspective of the European conquerers. However, reports going back to the 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Lienzo_de_Tlaxcala_Teciquauhtitla.jpg
https://daily.jstor.org/daily-author/richard-herzog/
https://daily.jstor.org/covid-10-hitting-black-poor-communities-hardest/
https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2020/04/disease-has-never-been-just-disease-native-americans/610852/
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early colonial period from indigenous peoples show their perspective in grappling with the upheaval of their 

ways of life. 

These reports include the voices of Aztec authors from central Mexico, who offer us vital testimonies of 

adaptation and resilience. A natural response to the multiple catastrophes befalling the colonial-era Aztecs 

would have been despair. While these sources clearly display a deep sense of sorrow, despair was far from the 

only response. Instead, native people—by far the majority of colonial Mexico’s population—found multiple 

ways of coping and evolving. 

Life in the Time of Cocoliztli 

The Spanish conquests in the Americas would not have been possible without disease. That’s because 

pathogens that were mostly unknown on the continents preceded the conquistadors in both Mexico and Peru. 

In Mexico, the pestilence reached the Aztec capital, Tenochtitlan, before its fall in 1521. Pathogens also 

reached Peru, inciting a civil war among the Incas. Both of these situations were extremely favorable for 

Spain. The plague—cocoliztli—was the most devastating post-conquest epidemic in large parts of Mexico, 

wiping out somewhere around 80 percent of the native population. 

Weekly Newsletter 

Get your fix of JSTOR Daily’s best stories in your inbox each Thursday. 

Subscribe
 

Privacy Policy   Contact Us 

You may unsubscribe at any time by clicking on the provided link on any marketing message. 

“Somewhere around” because population estimates are difficult to come by, with extrapolations made from 

incomplete colonial sources that date back to precolonial times. For the ethnohistorian Charles Gibson, 

there is no “sure method for determining whether the later [colonial era] counts were more accurate or less 

accurate than the earlier ones,” so that “the magnitude of the unrecorded population seems unrecoverable.” 

Nevertheless, Gibson’s best estimate is a population of 1,500,000 inhabitants of the Valley of Mexico at the 

time of first contact with Europeans. There was a sharp fall of about 325,000 by 1570; a drastic fall to about 

70,000 by the mid-seventeenth century; followed by slow growth to about 275,000 by 1800. Gibson’s figures 

are simply staggering. They give us a rough impression, but tell us little about the suffering and massive 

social upheaval caused by these catastrophes. 

Slavery, forced labor, wars, and large-scale resettlements all worked together to make indigenous 

communities more vulnerable to disease. 

https://about.jstor.org/privacy/
http://www.jstor.org/contact-us/
https://www.jstor.org/stable/3491697?mag=how-aztecs-reacted-to-colonial-epidemics
https://daily.jstor.org/how-aztecs-reacted-to-colonial-epidemics/?utm_term=how-aztecs-reacted-to-colonial-epidemics&utm_campaign=jstordaily_09242020&utm_content=email&utm_source=Act-On+Software&utm_medium=email
https://daily.jstor.org/how-aztecs-reacted-to-colonial-epidemics/?utm_term=how-aztecs-reacted-to-colonial-epidemics&utm_campaign=jstordaily_09242020&utm_content=email&utm_source=Act-On+Software&utm_medium=email
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According to the “Virgin Soil” theory, the epidemics were so desctructive because “the populations at risk 

have had no previous contact with the diseases that strike them and are therefore immunologically… 

defenceless,” as the psychiatrist David Jones writes in the William & Mary Quarterly. The theory is still 

widespread, often devolving into vague claims that indigenous people had “no immunity” to the new 

epidemics. By now we know that the lack of immunity played a role, but mostly early on. Current research 

instead emphasizes an interplay of influences, for the most part triggered by Europeans: slavery, forced 

labor, wars, and large-scale resettlements all worked together to make indigenous communities more 

vulnerable to disease. 

According to a group of scholars writing in the journal Latin American Antiquity, in colonial Mexico, “by the 

mid-17th century, many… communities had failed, victims of massive population decline, environmental 

degradation, and economic collapse.” This is why it’s crucial for today’s scholars to emphasize the influence 

of colonial policies—as opposed to the Virgin Soil theory, which shifts responsibility away from Europeans. 

One peak of the epidemic occurred in the 1570s. The exact pathogen that caused that epidemic is not yet 

known. Some scholars have speculated that, since it struck mostly younger people, it might have been 

something unique to the New World and reminiscent of the Spanish Influenza outbreak, possibly a tropical 

hemorrhagic fever. Other recent theories include Salmonella, or a combination of diseases. Native 

communities were the main victims of this epidemic due to their poverty, malnourishment, and harsh working 

conditions compared to the Spanish population. It’s important to note that, by then, the Spaniards’ immunity 

would have played a less significant role than it did in earlier outbreaks. 

Three Circles in the Sun 

In central Mexico, the descendants of the Aztecs (also known as the Nahua) produced the largest corpus of 

colonial-era indigenous writings in the Americas. Aztec authors from central Mexico noted their reactions to 

the epidemics in fascinating detail. Writing 100 years after the Spanish military takeover, they were painfully 

aware of the consequences of epidemics and colonization: epidemics had taken place before, but the 

unprecedented scale of the disasters caused widespread incomprehension, sadness, and anger. 

Much of the extant writing by Aztec authors dates to the turn of the seventeenth century. Many of the authors 

had experienced the plague themselves, its effects still fresh in their memories. I want to focus on two pieces 

of writing: a report by the well-known historian Diego Muñoz Camargo from Tlaxcala, written in Spanish; 

and an anonymous text in the indigenous language, Nahuatl, from the Puebla region. 

The state of Tlaxcala was an enemy of the Aztec Triple Alliance in precolonial times and one of the earliest 

major allies of Hernan Cortés. For its services to the Spanish, Tlaxcala was rewarded with special rights and 

maintained a strong tradition of writing history. But this state was also transformed by colonial policies and 

the epidemics. As Diego Muñoz Camargo, the famous historian from the era, wrote: 

In 1576, another great pestilence struck this land, bringing death and destruction to the native population. It 

lasted over a year and brought ruin and decay to most of New Spain [the Spanish Viceroyalty covering 

today’s Mexico], as the native population was then almost extinct. One month before the outbreak of the 

disease, an obvious sign had been seen in the sky: three circles in the sun, resembling bleeding or exploding 

https://www.jstor.org/stable/3491697?mag=how-aztecs-reacted-to-colonial-epidemics
https://www.jstor.org/stable/23645608?mag=how-aztecs-reacted-to-colonial-epidemics
https://www.jstor.org/stable/23645608?mag=how-aztecs-reacted-to-colonial-epidemics
https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/106740v2.full
https://www.jstor.org/stable/2510044?mag=how-aztecs-reacted-to-colonial-epidemics
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suns, in which the colours merged. The colours of those three circles were those of the rainbow and could be 

seen from eight o’clock until almost one o’clock at noon. 

This passage demonstrates the great importance of omens for the Aztecs. The native faith persisted but mixed 

with Christian traditions. The Catholic faith, with its equally strong tradition of omens and prophecies, 

facilitated the transmission of native rituals and deities. 

It is not surprising that the second report, from the smaller community of Tecamachalco, also links diseases 

with the appearance of a comet. Probably written by the native noble Don Mateo Sánchez, the text shows the 

extent of the catastrophe in words quite similar to Diego Muñoz Camargo’s: 

On the first day of August [of 1576] the great sickness began here in Techamachalco. It was really strong; 

there was no resisting. At the end of August began the processions because of the sickness. They finished on 

the ninth day. Because of it, many people died, young men and women, those who were old men and women, 

or children… When the month of October began, thirty people had been buried. In just two or three days they 

would die… They lost their senses. They thought of just anything and would die. 

Several of Don Mateo’s family members also died, including his wife and the alcalde (mayor) of his quarter. 

Don Mateo then took over the post of alcalde. One can sense his incomprehension and anguish. The 

decimation of the indigenous elites is evident throughout his account. 

Sixteenth century Aztec drawing of a measles victimvia Wikimedia Commons 

This decimation contributed to the transformation of native societies well into the seventeenth century, 

including forced native labor and resettlements, the introduction of hierarchical Spanish laws and government, 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Measles_Aztec_drawing.jpg
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Christianity, and the alphabet. Together with increasing European immigration, the epidemic led to a massive 

upheaval of indigenous sociopolitical organization and ways of life, especially in the Valley of Mexico. 

Don Mateo’s is not the only surviving account of the epidemic from an indigenous perspective. Other 

anonymous annals from Puebla and Tlaxcala from the era discuss earlier waves of disease, which remained 

firmly rooted in collective memory more than 100 years after the events. Like Mateo, these sources do not try 

to account for the origin of the disease, but they provide an idea of the scale and horror of the epidemic and 

the personal tragedies involved, the uprooting of families, of whole towns. 

Meanwhile, the Spaniards’ narratives tried to explain the catastrophic effect the disease had on the indigenous 

population by pointing to difficult living conditions. But they also interpreted it as divine punishment for 

paganism and a sign of the native peoples’ alleged inferiority to Europeans. Of course, European remedies 

such as bloodletting, used in hospitals to treat indigenous patients, worsened conditions instead of healing 

them. Ultimately, the Spanish Crown feared above all a further loss of cheap or unpaid labour; the priests a 

loss of souls to be converted. 

Holding Off Oblivion 

Despite the harsh conditions, the descendants of the Aztecs did not give up—as has long been claimed in 

traditional scholarship. As the historian Camilla Townsend has argued, the demographic collapse lent urgency 

to the projects of major native historians—including the authors I’ve cited in this essay. Nearly all pre-

Hispanic sources were destroyed by the Spanish, with some lost over time. The Chalca scholar Domingo de 

Chimalpahin commented on this confluence of factors: the destruction of sources and abandonment of 

communities strengthened his sense of responsibility to future generations. By writing history, he attempted to 

save his ancestors’ past from looming oblivion. Drawing on pre-Hispanic faith, continuing political 

participation, and recording the histories of their people: these are some of the ways in which Aztecs 

proactively shaped their lives following colonial devastation. 

Centuries of colonial exploitation and violence have made the indigenous peoples of both Americas 

disproportionately vulnerable to current epidemics. This makes the resilience of indigenous peoples and 

cultures all the more incredible. Such resilience has developed over more than 500 years, in the face of 

continual adversity and disregard. Native American peoples provide varied and remarkable testimonies on 

weathering existential crises. The least we can do, in the midst of the current pandemic, is listen. 

https://daily.jstor.org/how-aztecs-reacted-to-colonial-epidemics/?utm_term=how-aztecs-reacted-to-colonial-

epidemics&utm_campaign=jstordaily_09242020&utm_content=email&utm_source=Act-

On+Software&utm_medium=email  
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This Land Is Your Land 

by Woody Guthrie 

 

This Land Is Your Land (1940, revised in 1944) was originally titled God Blessed America For Me, is 

considered one of America's most famous folk songs. Guthrie composed it as a critical response to Irving 

Berlin's traditional patriotic song, God Bless America (1918, 1938), which Guthrie thought was unrealistic 

and complacent. Guthrie's patriotic tune is an endearing tribute to American populism. We offer the more 

familiar 1944 lyrics below, featured in our collection of Patriotic Songs. 

 

 

Albert Bierstadt, Redwood Forest of California, 1874 

https://americanliterature.com/author/woody-guthrie
https://americanliterature.com/author/irving-berlin/bio-books-stories
https://americanliterature.com/author/irving-berlin/bio-books-stories
https://americanliterature.com/author/irving-berlin/poem/god-bless-america
https://americanliterature.com/american-patriotic-songs
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This land is your land, this land is my land 

From California to the New York Island 

From the Redwood Forest to the Gulf Stream waters 

This land was made for you and me. 

 

As I was walking that ribbon of highway 

I saw above me that endless skyway 

I saw below me that golden valley 

This land was made for you and me. 

 

I roamed and I rambled and I followed my footsteps 

To the sparkling sands of her diamond deserts 

While all around me a voice was sounding 

This land was made for you and me. 

 

When the sun came shining, and I was strolling 

And the wheat fields waving and the dust clouds rolling 

A voice was chanting, As the fog was lifting, 

This land was made for you and me. 

 

This land is your land, this land is my land 
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From California to the New York Island 

From the Redwood Forest to the Gulf Stream waters 

This land was made for you and me. 

 https://americanliterature.com/author/woody-guthrie/poem/this-land-is-your-land   
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Learning from nature: a new flapping drone can take off, hover and swoop like a bird 

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING • ROBOTICS • TECHNOLOGY 

ByInvited Researcher   

Author: Javaan Chahl is DST Group Joint Chair of Sensor Systems, University of South Australia 

 

Photo: Gary Bendig / Unsplash 

We have developed four-winged bird-like robots 1, called ornithopters, that can take off and fly with the 

agility of swifts, hummingbirds and insects. We did this by reverse engineering the aerodynamics and 

biomechanics of these creatures. 

Our ornithopters have the potential to outperform and outmanoeuvre existing drone configurations with static 

wings or propellers. 

What are ornithopters? 

https://mappingignorance.org/category/technology/mechanical-engineering/
https://mappingignorance.org/category/technology/robotics/
https://mappingignorance.org/category/technology/
https://mappingignorance.org/2020/07/27/learning-from-nature-a-new-flapping-drone-can-take-off-hover-and-swoop-like-a-bird/#author
https://unsplash.com/@kris_ricepees?utm_source=unsplash&utm_medium=referral&utm_content=creditCopyText
https://unsplash.com/s/photos/bird?utm_source=unsplash&utm_medium=referral&utm_content=creditCopyText
https://mappingignorance.org/2020/07/27/learning-from-nature-a-new-flapping-drone-can-take-off-hover-and-swoop-like-a-bird/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+MappingIgnorance+%28Mapping+Ignorance%29#note-7112-1
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Ornithopters are flying machines based on the design of birds. Existing drone configurations rely on 

propellers and static wings. Ornithopters flap their wings to generate forward thrust. The complex relationship 

between aerodynamics and wing movements allows birds and insects to fly in ways that are impossible for 

conventional drones. 

Why do we want ornithopters? 

Ornithopters fly differently to conventional drones. They can glide, hover, and perform aerobatics. In 

different situations, they can either save energy by flying like a regular aeroplane or choose to hover. They 

can take off and land slowly in tight spaces, yet might quickly soar upwards to perch like a bird. 

Current multirotor drones hover very nicely, but use even more energy in forward flight than in hover, so they 

can’t really travel far. Fixed wing drones can travel efficiently at high speeds, but hovering is not normally 

possible without compromising the entire design. There are hybrid concepts, usually with wings and rotors. 

Hybrid aircraft perform poorly when hovering and cruising when compared to other designs due to additional 

weight and drag from having more parts. 

Flapping wings are nature’s original solution to the need to fly both quickly and slowly, as well as landing 

and taking off from anywhere. For a bird or insect, every part of the system is used for hovering and cruising 

flight, without carrying redundant thrusters or additional wings. 

Existing fixed-wing and rotary-wing drones are so well understood that designs are now near the limits of 

how efficient they can be. Adding anything new comes at a cost to other aspects of performance. 

In principle, ornithopters are capable of more complex missions than conventional aircraft, such as flying long 

distances, hovering at times, and manoeuvring in tight spaces. Ornithopters are less noisy and safer to use 

around humans, because of their large wing area and slow wing beats. 

How do we make a working ornithopter? 

An ornithopter is a highly complex system. Until now, flapping wing drones have been slow flying and not 

capable of achieving the speed and power required for vertical aerobatics or sustained hovering. 

The few commercially available ornithopters are designed for forward flight. They climb slowly like an 

underpowered aeroplane, and can’t hover or climb vertically. 

Our design is different in several ways. 

One difference is that our ornithopters make use of the “clap and fling” effect. The two pairs of wings flap 

such that they meet, like hands clapping. This makes enough extra thrust to lift their body weight when 

hovering. 
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The two pairs of wings meet each time they flap. 

We improved efficiency by tuning the wing/body hinge to store and recover the energy of the moving wing 

when the wings change direction, like a spring. We also discovered that most of the energy loss happened 

because the gears flexed under the load of driving the wing. We resolved this with minute bearings and by 

rearranging shafts in the transmission to keep the gears spaced correctly. 

The large tail, comprising a rudder and elevator, creates a lot of turning force. This allows aggressive 

aerobatic manoeuvres and switching fast from horizontal to vertical flight. 

The system was designed to be able to pitch nose up, rapidly increasing its angle of attack to the point where 

the wing does not generate lift, a phenomenon called “dynamic stall”. Dynamic stall creates a lot of drag, 

turning the wing into a parachute to slow the aircraft. This would be undesirable in many drones, but the 

ability to enter this state and quickly recover adds to manoeuvrability. This is useful when operating in 

cluttered environments or landing on a perch. 

Catching up with evolution 

One of the major findings of our work was that a practical ornithopter might achieve similar efficiency to a 

propeller driven aircraft. Several behaviours became possible for the ornithopter once some additional power 

was liberated. 
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The design of the ornithopter. 

Chin et al, Science Robotics, Author provided 

https://images.theconversation.com/files/349276/original/file-20200724-35-1i9c5i6.jpg?ixlib=rb-1.1.0&q=45&auto=format&w=1000&fit=clip
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This really showed that optimising the flight apparatus is key to making these new aircraft designs viable. We 

are now working to use wing designs copied from nature. We hope for equally large improvements. 

In some ways, such large efficiency gains from design changes in these new systems should not be surprising. 

Winged organisms have been optimised by evolution over hundreds of millions of years. We humans have 

been at it for less than 200 years. 

This article is republished from The Conversation under a Creative Commons license. Original article. 
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World-first gene therapy reverses Alzheimer's memory loss in mice 

By Nick Lavars 

 

Research into Alzheimer's-related memory loss has uncovered an exciting new breakthrough in the form of a 

world-first gene therapy  

ingridat/Depositphotos 

Scientists in Australia have made an exciting breakthrough in Alzheimer’s research, demonstrating what they 

describe as the first gene-therapy-based approach for treating advanced forms of the disease. Through 

experiments in mice, the team was able to show how activating a key enzyme in the brain can prevent the 

kind of memory loss associated with advanced forms of Alzheimer's, and even reverse it. 

The research was carried out at Macquarie University, where dementia researchers and brothers Lars and 

Arne Ittner were investigating the role of a key enzyme in the brain called p38gamma. Through previous 

research, the brothers had shown that by activating this enzyme in mice with advanced dementia, they could 

modify a protein that prevents the development of Alzheimer’s symptoms. 

https://newatlas.com/author/nick-lavars/
https://depositphotos.com/61732817/stock-photo-dementia-disease-and-a-loss.html
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Seeking to build on this, the scientists conducted experiments on mice with advanced Alzheimer’s disease to 

see not just how cognitive decline could be slowed, but how the function of this protective enzyme might be 

restored to normal levels for even greater benefit. 

“The naturally protective enzymatic activity in the brain is unfortunately lost the further you progress down 

the Alzheimer’s disease track – so the more memory you lose, the more you also lose this natural protective 

effect,” says Lars Ittner. 

The researchers found that by introducing genetic material, they could activate the p38gamma enzyme in a 

way that not only stopped memory decline in the mice, but actively improved their memory despite the 

advanced nature of their disease. 

“We were completely surprised,” says Lars Ittner. “They actually recovered their memory function and their 

ability to learn returned. So, two months after we treated the mice at very old ages, these mice suddenly 

behaved like their normal siblings. We were really stoked. There is no comparable therapy out there and no 

other gene therapy either.” 

 

Brothers and dementia researchers Lars (left) and Arne Ittner at Macquarie University 

https://newatlas.com/medical/world-first-gene-therapy-alzheimers-memory/?utm_source=New+Atlas+Subscribers&utm_campaign=760b16b8f2-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2020_07_30_07_49&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_65b67362bd-760b16b8f2-92970593#gallery:1
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Macquarie University 

While exciting, there is a lot to play out before we see this kind of therapy enter clinical use. Work is 

underway on determining the best pathway toward clinical trials with the team eyeing commercialization 

thereafter, possibly five to 10 years down the track. And the technique's potential mightn’t end with 

Alzheimer’s, with the team hopeful it could prove useful in treating other dementia-related diseases, such as 

fronto-temporal dementia, which typically affects younger people between the ages of 40 and 65. 

“The brain is a black box and some days we get lucky and get glimpses of how it functions and we learn we 

can interfere with the mechanism in this black box,” says Arne Ittner. “Now we have detailed understanding 

of the mechanisms involved down to the amino acids, which is just quite unprecedented.” 

A paper detailing the discovery will be published in the journal Acta Neuropathologica in September, while 

you can hear from the researchers in the video below. 

New hope as dementia therapy reverses memory loss 

Source: Macquarie University 

We recommend 

1. Innovative HF Delivery Models: Putting Patients at the Center of Care 

David E. Lanfear, MD, myCME, 2019 

2. Tumor-related mutations in cell-free DNA in pre-operative plasma as a prognostic indicator of 

recurrence in endometrial cancer 

Daisuke Shintani et al., International Journal of Gynecologic Cancer, 2020 

3. Tackling the Pivotal Issues in Heart Failure: Emerging Best Practices and Innovative Care-Delivery 

Models 

Clyde W. Yancy, MD, myCME, 2019 

1. When to Refer to a Heart Failure Specialist—Are You Waiting Too Long? 

Marc A. Silver, MD, myCME, 2019 

2. Heart Failure Optimal Medical Therapy—Initiating, Adding, or Switching Agents 

Barry H. Greenberg, MD, myCME, 2019 

https://www.springer.com/journal/401
https://lighthouse.mq.edu.au/article/july-2020/New-hope-as-dementia-therapy-reverses-memory-loss
https://www.mycme.com/courses/innovative-hf-delivery-models-putting-patients-at-the-center-of-care-5914/?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=myCME_TrendMD_1
https://ijgc.bmj.com/content/early/2020/07/21/ijgc-2019-001053?utm_content=americas&utm_campaign=usage&utm_medium=cpc&utm_source=trendmd
https://ijgc.bmj.com/content/early/2020/07/21/ijgc-2019-001053?utm_content=americas&utm_campaign=usage&utm_medium=cpc&utm_source=trendmd
https://www.mycme.com/courses/tackling-the-pivotal-issues-in-heart-failure-emerging-best-practices-and-innovative-care-delivery-models-5925/?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=myCME_TrendMD_1
https://www.mycme.com/courses/tackling-the-pivotal-issues-in-heart-failure-emerging-best-practices-and-innovative-care-delivery-models-5925/?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=myCME_TrendMD_1
https://www.mycme.com/courses/when-to-refer-to-a-heart-failure-specialistare-you-waiting-too-long-5940/?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=myCME_TrendMD_1
https://www.mycme.com/courses/heart-failure-optimal-medical-therapyinitiating-adding-or-switching-agents-5947/?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=myCME_TrendMD_1
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3. Utilization of regional anesthesia for open reduction and internal fixation of clavicular fractures is 

associated with increased same-day discharge and not readmissions 

Alexander Beletsky et al., Regional Anesthesia & Pain Medicine, 2020 

 

Nick Lavars 

Nick has been writing and editing at New Atlas for over six years, where he has covered everything from 

distant space probes to self-driving cars to oddball animal science. He previously spent time at The 

Conversation, Mashable and The Santiago Times, earning a Masters degree in communications from 

Melbourne’s RMIT University along the way. 

  

https://newatlas.com/medical/world-first-gene-therapy-alzheimers-

memory/?utm_source=New+Atlas+Subscribers&utm_campaign=760b16b8f2-

EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2020_07_30_07_49&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_65b67362bd-760b16b8f2-

92970593 

  

https://rapm.bmj.com/content/early/2020/07/21/rapm-2020-101567?utm_content=americas&utm_campaign=usage&utm_medium=cpc&utm_source=trendmd
https://rapm.bmj.com/content/early/2020/07/21/rapm-2020-101567?utm_content=americas&utm_campaign=usage&utm_medium=cpc&utm_source=trendmd
https://newatlas.com/author/nick-lavars/
https://newatlas.com/medical/world-first-gene-therapy-alzheimers-memory/?utm_source=New+Atlas+Subscribers&utm_campaign=760b16b8f2-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2020_07_30_07_49&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_65b67362bd-760b16b8f2-92970593
https://newatlas.com/medical/world-first-gene-therapy-alzheimers-memory/?utm_source=New+Atlas+Subscribers&utm_campaign=760b16b8f2-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2020_07_30_07_49&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_65b67362bd-760b16b8f2-92970593
https://newatlas.com/medical/world-first-gene-therapy-alzheimers-memory/?utm_source=New+Atlas+Subscribers&utm_campaign=760b16b8f2-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2020_07_30_07_49&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_65b67362bd-760b16b8f2-92970593
https://newatlas.com/medical/world-first-gene-therapy-alzheimers-memory/?utm_source=New+Atlas+Subscribers&utm_campaign=760b16b8f2-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2020_07_30_07_49&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_65b67362bd-760b16b8f2-92970593
https://newatlas.com/author/nick-lavars/
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Sometimes: Poet and Philosopher David Whyte’s Stunning Meditation on Walking into the Questions 

of Our Becoming 

An invitation into the transcendent disquietude of those stirrings “that can make or unmake a life,” “that have 

no right to go away.” 

BY MARIA POPOVA 

 

The role of the artist, James Baldwin believed, is “to make you realize the doom and glory of knowing who 

you are and what you are.” This, too, is the role of the forest, it occurs to me as I walk the ferned, mossed 

woods daily to lose my self and find myself between the trees; to “live the questions,” in Rilke’s lovely phrase 

— to let the rustling of the leaves beckon forth the stirrings and murmurings on the edge of the psyche, which 

we so often brush away in order to go on being the smaller version of ourselves we have grown accustomed to 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2017/05/24/james-baldwin-life-magazine-1963/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2017/05/24/james-baldwin-life-magazine-1963/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2012/06/01/rilke-on-questions/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0962152463/braipick-20
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being out of the unfaced fear that the grandeur of life, the grandeur of our own untrammeled nature, might 

require of us more than we are ready to give. 

Those disquieting, transformative stirrings are what the poet and philosopher David Whyte explores with 

surefooted subtlety in his poem “Sometimes,” found in his altogether life-enlarging collection Everything Is 

Waiting for You (public library) and read here by the poet himself as part of a wonderful short course of 

poem-driven practices for neuroscientist and philosopher Sam Harris’s Waking Up meditation toolkit (which I 

can’t recommend enough and which operates under an inspired, honorable model of granting free 

subscriptions to those who need this invaluable mental health aid but don’t have the means). 

SOMETIMES 

by David Whyte 

Sometimes 

if you move carefully 

through the forest, 

breathing 

like the ones 

in the old stories, 

who could cross 

a shimmering bed of leaves 

without a sound, 

you come to a place 

whose only task 

is to trouble you 

with tiny 

but frightening requests, 

conceived out of nowhere 

but in this place 

beginning to lead everywhere. 

Requests to stop what 

you are doing right now, 

and 

to stop what you 

are becoming 

while you do it, 

questions 

that can make 

or unmake 

a life, 

questions 

that have patiently 

waited for you, 

questions 

that have no right 

to go away. 

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0962152463/braipick-20
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0962152463/braipick-20
https://www.worldcat.org/title/everything-is-waiting-for-you-poems/oclc/53917138&referer=brief_results
https://www.wakingup.com/
https://app-v3.wakingup.com/free-account
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Complement with Whyte on anger, forgiveness, and what maturity really means, hardship as the ground for 

self-expansion, and his lovely letter to children about reading as a portal to self-discovery, then revisit other 

great poets bringing their own versed wisdom to life: Marie Howe reading “Singularity,” Marissa Davis 

reading her own “Singularity” in response to Howe’s, Jane Hirshfield reading “Today, Another 

Universe,” Ross Gay reading “Ode to Buttoning and Unbuttoning My Shirt,” Marilyn Nelson reading “The 

Children’s Moon,” and former U.S. Poet Laureate Tracy K. Smith reading from “My God, It’s Full of Stars.” 

 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2020/08/19/david-whyte-

sometimes/?mc_cid=1fb259ac75&mc_eid=d1c16ac662 

  

https://www.brainpickings.org/2015/05/15/david-whyte-consolations-anger-forgiveness-maturity/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/11/16/david-whyte-consolations-courage-crisis/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/11/16/david-whyte-consolations-courage-crisis/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2020/05/22/david-whyte-letter-to-children/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2020/04/23/singularity-marie-howe-animated/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2020/07/05/singularity-marissa-davis/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2020/03/15/today-another-universe-jane-hirshfield-ledger-jasmine/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2020/03/15/today-another-universe-jane-hirshfield-ledger-jasmine/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2020/07/23/ode-to-buttoning-and-unbuttoning-my-shirt-ross-gay/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2020/07/31/marilyn-nelson-the-childrens-moon/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2020/07/31/marilyn-nelson-the-childrens-moon/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2017/05/12/tracy-k-smith-life-on-mars/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2020/08/19/david-whyte-sometimes/?mc_cid=1fb259ac75&mc_eid=d1c16ac662
https://www.brainpickings.org/2020/08/19/david-whyte-sometimes/?mc_cid=1fb259ac75&mc_eid=d1c16ac662
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Kay Ryan, ‘Giddy with Thinking’ 

Matthew Bevis 

public domain 

Paul Cézanne: Still Life with Apples and a Pot of Primroses, circa 1890 

On becoming Poet Laureate in 2008, Kay Ryan was asked what put her in the mood to write. “Anything that 

smacks of usefulness is off-limits,” she replied. “Essentially, I read literary essays.” Her own essays on 

literature are so deliriously good, so in excess of usefulness, that they’re often on their way to poetry. “Prose 

obeys different laws,” the poet and editor Christian Wiman writes in his introduction to Ryan’s recently 

published Synthesizing Gravity: Selected Prose, before adding that many passages in this book will make you 

wonder whether there’s really a firm distinction between poetry and prose. He’s right. Whether Ryan is 

expressing enthusiasm (Annie Dillard “could get high C out of a potato”) or skepticism (a conference panel 

https://www.nybooks.com/contributors/matthew-bevis/
https://cdn.nybooks.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/cezanne-apples-primroses.jpg
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on The Creative Writer as Teacher “looks like the Last Supper but just with water glasses”), her essays 

frequently draw on her quizzical-lyrical gifts. The seemingly lightweight keeps turning lightly weighty. 

The first piece in the book, “A Consideration of Poetry,” foregrounds a vital element of Ryan’s aesthetic. She 

believes, perhaps counterintuitively, that “feelings, attached feelings that is, are also dead weight in a poem.” 

Nowadays, many poets and their readers prize the attached, the feelingful, the personal, but when Ryan 

attends a debate about “transgression” in contemporary poetry at the largest literary conference in North 

America, she demurs: “How about, transgression against obsessive self-regard? That would be a good one: 

‘Hello. I’m Jen and I keep having impersonal thoughts.’” 

This championing of impersonality recalls certain aspects of the modernist tradition, and Ryan is certainly an 

admirer of poetry that she describes as both “abstract and sensorially immediate, with none of the great, warm 

middle range of the personal.” What she’s really after is not warm but cool. She cherishes those poets who 

have put their emotions through “the chillifier” or through “cooling coils,” those whose feeling for form has 

detached or distanced them from the particularity of their own feelings. I think what Ryan most requires from 

poetry is room. Not room for improvement but for adjustment (“a roomier frustration,” even, as she writes in 

“Notes on the Danger of Notebooks”). Marianne Moore is accorded more space than any other writer 

in Synthesizing Gravity not least because she is “cool”—and, being cool, “she is the opposite of sticky.” 

Poetry must be “ungummifying,” Ryan claims elsewhere. “If a poem sticks you to it, it has failed.” 

Ryan’s own quest for success—and for space—began relatively late. She was born in California and her 

family settled in Rosamond, a small town in the Mojave Desert. In 1976, at the age of thirty, she took a four-

thousand-mile trip by bicycle across the US in order to decide whether “to say yes or no to poetry.” She said 

yes, and her first volume was privately published in 1983. Ryan’s essays, like her poems, seem to flirt with 

obliquity or confusion, but then the question of whether poetry can ever be wholly intelligible is one of her 

most persistent subjects. Dazzled by a poem by Moore, she says: “I feel like applauding, but I am not sure 

why. I have spent some time trying to put the pieces of this poem together. I feel sure that it is a triumph, but 

it’s like trying to pack a suitcase in dreams. If I get one piece, I lose another.” The feeling of things not quite 

adding up or staying still, the sense of not being able to hold onto meaning, is characteristic of Ryan, and the 

analogy she makes here harks back to one of her early poems: 

Trying to Get to America 

As in a dream where I can 

never finish packing 

I feel the tug of my land 

waiting. As though it expects 

me to tell it something I know, 

something I already 

know–and it is so slow, this 

packing, this insistence on socks 

matching and the intrusion of 

other dreams. 

And there the poem ends. Ryan does not provide dream interpretation any more than she seeks to decode 

Moore’s poetry. To have the meaning could be to falsify the experience; and, as she notes elsewhere, 
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whatever else it means, “A poem means you’re in too deep.” She draws attention not simply to a lack of 

understanding, but a lack in understanding; “Isn’t it odd,” she asks, “to think that in order to listen we must be 

a little bit relieved of the intention to understand?” Oddly consoling—and oddly exciting. Having pored over 

many of Moore’s poems, Ryan confesses: “I have come to surprising, not quite mental, but not exclusively 

muscular, sensation… (I see a note to myself, on a page about a third of the way into the book, that says, ‘I 

am starting to understand much more—as I give up.’)” By coming to sensations rather than conclusions, the 

poet-critic offers something rarer than “readings”: the moment-by-moment feeling of reading—and with it, a 

feel for what poetry is.  

MacArthur Fellowship 

https://cdn.nybooks.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/kay-ryan-macarthur-fellowship.jpg
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Kay Ryan, 2011;  

 

It took a long time for Ryan to get noticed in America. She’d been writing poems for thirty-five years before 

the first substantial review of her work appeared in 1999, and some honors arrived only recently (in 2011 she 

was awarded both a Pulitzer Prize and a MacArthur Fellowship). So when she cites one of Robert Frost’s 

early notes, in which he says he’s been “accused of talking as if to an audience when I have none,” or when 

she tells of Wallace Stevens’s “immense and stubborn endeavour… this ferocious desire not to be untrue to 

himself,” Ryan is quietly but firmly paying tribute to her own self-reliance, too. Elsewhere, she notes that 

“There is nothing so freeing as someone pleasing herself,” as she turns to another source of inspiration: 

A poem of Stevie Smith’s does not become another thing which it is our responsibility to profit from. It is not 

“good” in that burdensome way whose secret subtext is that there is room for improvement in you. You are 

not required to improve each shining hour and you are not permitted to be empathetic. 

At several points in Synthesizing Gravity, Ryan’s most esteemed poets—and Ryan herself—reminded me a 

little of her English teacher in college, the woman she credits with sending her toward poetry. “Miss Foley 

had a private life of the mind that she protected, and to which she was eager to return,” she recalls. “She 

wasn’t entirely there for us. This absence was maddeningly attractive.” Privacy bespeaks potency, and the 

word “private” in these essays is always used in a positive sense, as a marker of hidden resources. “Aren’t the 

persuasions of poetry private?,” Ryan asks. By not spelling out an answer, she takes a leaf out of Miss Foley’s 

book. 

Ryan was herself a teacher for more than thirty years at a community college in Marin County. Her qualms 

about “usefulness” notwithstanding, both her essays and her poems are energized by the question of what is 

teachable—and of what, if anything, we can learn from experience. (One poem ends by turning to “the 

whole/curious seamlessness/of how we’re each surrounded/and what it doesn’t teach.”) You might say that 

her poetry educates by teasing—and by teasing out lessons that won’t stay taught: 

Green Behind the Ears 

I was still slightly 

fuzzy in shady spots 

and the tenderest lime. 

It was lovely, as I 

look back, but not 

at the time. For it is 

hard to be green and 

take your turn as flesh. 

So much freshness 

to unlearn. 
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It’s pleasingly hard to define the tone and the perspective here: heady yet level-headed, a little bereaved but 

also decided. This voice is characteristic of Ryan, and it’s also reminiscent of Larkin’s, about whom she 

writes beautifully. Responding to his poem “Reference Back,” she says: 

Things were never as they once were; I mean, even when they were, they weren’t. But that doesn’t take a 

thing away from the fact that these terrible nostalgic gusts (to which we are constantly susceptible) feel true. 

They are made up by us; they are abetted by the lyric temperament; we visit them and suffer phantom 

perfection. 

Ryan’s openness to beguiling half-truth, to the ways in which aphorism and aperçu can say so much but only 

so much, is what makes her such a spry, wry reader and shaper of lyric utterance. For even though poems 

diagnose our emotional predicaments, they also re-immerse us in them. And for as long as the benefits of 

hindsight keep becoming subject to yet more hindsight, we’ll always remain a little green behind the ears. 

One of the most thrilling things about Synthesizing Gravity is Ryan’s love of how, as Frost once put it, “all 

poetry has always said something and implied the rest.” Great poems often gainsay in the very act of saying. 

She has felt the truth of Stevens’s claim that “Poets are never lonely even when they pretend to be,” which 

leads her to intuit lightness in the dark sonnets of Gerard Manley Hopkins: 

Somehow he created an atomic broth (cooked over despair) that twisted these unlikely word partners together 

into a supremely powerful and economical description of supreme powerlessness and waste. He is, in the 

moment of calling himself “time’s eunuch,” released from being “time’s eunuch.” 

Although the poet is beside himself with suffering, his poem puts him beside himself in another sense (he has 

gained some detachment through the act of composition). Ryan ventures the suggestion that Hopkins laughed 

when he wrote the phrase. “I don’t think it would be a rueful laugh, either,” she adds, “it would be joy.” 

Before becoming a poet, Ryan harbored ambitions of being a stand-up comedian (she once admitted in an 

interview that she didn’t really have the iron nerves required for the role, before adding: “But I do love to hear 

laughter at a reading. Laughter creates a kind of contact. I hate that atmosphere at a poetry reading where 

everybody sits there being subtle and sensitive”). In these essays combinations of self-surprise and self-

delight bring poetry close to comedy. “We bounce off a truly original mind like rubber balls,” Ryan writes of 

reading Marianne Moore. “Hers is a genius so perfectly self-tuned that we find ourselves laughing, one of the 

body’s natural responses to shock.” Indeed, whenever Ryan encounters someone being helplessly, 

incorrigibly themselves, she smells poetry. She reads the simple aptitude for being yourself as a form of 

creativity. At one point in these essays, she likens her younger self to an early evolutionary form of the 

anglerfish, which had to undergo “five hundred separate modifications” in order to develop the lure it now 

dangles before its mouth. (Before reaching this stage, the apprentice poet spends a long time feeling “silly,” 

“ill-formed, but with glimmers of something yet to be articulated.”) Here Ryan is repeating—or renewing—a 

metaphor she first employed in her poetry. In “To the Young Anglerfish,” published in Elephant 

Rocks (1996), having noted that the creature has some way to go during “the next 400-plus generations,” she 

ends: 

Meanwhile, the problems of life enhance: 

an awkwardness attends the mating dance 
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and an inexplicable thoughtfulness 

at the wrong moments. 

That part of you that is pledged to the future 

abstracts you in some way from nature 

with the small n. You feel a 

comical, budding power, and then 

you don’t again. 

This is the kind of animal that Ryan takes the poet to be—at once abashed and determined, courting both 

absurdity and necessity. The lovely awkwardness of some of the rhymes—many appearing at “wrong 

moments,” mid-line—is Ryan’s way of pledging herself to adaptive possibilities. (In interviews she has noted 

that “rhyme makes connections all on its own… like recombinant genetics.”) 

Poetry is not just made; it’s makeshift. And if, as Ryan says in another lyric, “Words have loyalties/to so 

much/we don’t control,” then submission to the sounded matter of words can offer solace; they serve as 

acoustic connections that lure the mind away from any single mood or outlook (elsewhere, she rhymes 

“pressure” with “pleasure,” and “drama” with “calmer”). At the end of “To the Young Anglerfish,” the 

rhymes choreograph an exquisite play of thought: “small n”… “and then”… (drumroll)… “you don’t again.” 

For a moment—the moment it takes to pause at the end of the penultimate line—we are tempted to think that 

Something Big is coming, before we are left to wonder a little at the Something we are given. Although the 

final line might be a sort of let-down, it gains unexpected power from the way the triple rhyme brings things 

together with a pop. What was apparently cause for puzzlement could be taken as a matter-of-fact relief: it 

would be agonizing to feel yourself beholden to a comical, budding power all of the time. 

The power of Ryan’s writing is founded on her mobility. She’s always looking for ways to place personal 

experience in a larger prospect or context, always looking to evade the sensation of being stuck. Which brings 

me back her resistance to “attached feelings,” her support of Jen who keeps having “impersonal thoughts,” 

and her love of poets who are “the opposite of sticky.” You could say of Ryan’s essays what she says of her 

poems: they are “giddy with thinking/where thinking can’t stick.” This giddiness is a gift, for Ryan’s 

commitment to adventures in apperception—to “How a Thought Thinks”—allows sufferings to be 

“entertained”: “We can examine them as if they were toys although they are not.” 

As if. This modest yet intrepid little phrase (along with its cousin, “as though”) lies at the center of Ryan’s 

poetics. It plays a quietly crucial part in nearly every Larkin poem she praises in Synthesizing Gravity, and 

one of her best collections, The Niagara River, opens with the phrase “As though.” As-if-ness always leaves 

breathing space for more thought, and registers a sense of imminence within thought: “The whole thing seems 

so optimistic,” she says in her essay “The Poet Takes a Walk” when discussing our anticipations of meaning, 

“as if the mind on its own believes that things are going to fit together.” 

This vision of things fitting is what finally connects Ryan’s essays to her poems. Poetry works the way the 

mind works: “It is deeply compatible with whatever it is we are.” And because we may feel a little 

incompatible with ourselves, poetry needs metaphors for both body and mind, along with a sound that is at 

once assured and open-ended: 

Carrying a Ladder 
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We are always 

really carrying 

a ladder, but it’s 

invisible. We 

only know 

something’s 

the matter: 

something precious 

crashes; easy doors 

prove impassable. 

Or, in the body, 

there’s too much 

swing or off- 

center gravity. 

And, in the mind, 

a drunken capacity, 

access to out-of-range 

apples. As though 

one had a way to climb 

out of the damage 

and apology. 

We all have our ladders to bear (and, as Ryan notes elsewhere, “we believe in the value of gravity: weight is 

worth”). But poetry, for her, is also in league with a kind of levity: “We must shake off weight to write good 

poems.” It is felicitous that Ryan should rhyme “gravity” with “capacity,” for it allows her to reconceive a 

burden as an escape route. Can such happy hypotheses really provide a way out of damage and apology? Just 

so. Or just as though. 

 

Synthesizing Gravity: Selected Prose is published by Grove Atlantic. 

 

https://www.nybooks.com/daily/2020/09/26/kay-ryan-giddy-with-thinking/ 

  

https://groveatlantic.com/book/synthesizing-gravity/
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A Woman 

by Maxim Gorky 

 

"As she sits among her companions she looks like a fragment of copper flung into the midst of some rusty old 

scrap-iron." 

 

The wind is scudding over the steppe, and beating upon the rampart of the Caucasian heights until their 

backbone seems to be bellying like a huge sail, and the earth to be whirling and whizzing through 

unfathomable depths of blue, and leaving behind it a rack of wind-torn clouds which, as their shadows glide 

over the surface of the land, seem ever to be striving to keep in touch with the onrush of the gale, and, failing 

to maintain the effort, dissolving in tears and despondency. 

The trees too are bending in the attitude of flight--their boughs are brandishing their foliage as a dog worries a 

fleece, and littering the black soil with leaves among which runs a constant querulous hissing and rustling. 

Also, storks are uttering their snapping cry, sleek rooks cawing, steppe grasshoppers maintaining their tireless 

chirp, sturdy, well-grown husbandmen uttering shouts like words of command, the threshing-floors of the 

rolling steppe diffusing a rain of golden chaff, and eddying whirlwinds catching up stray poultry feathers, 

dried-onion strips, and leaves yellowed with the heat, to send them dancing again over the trim square of the 

little Cossack hamlet. 

Similarly does the sun keep appearing and disappearing as though he were pursuing the fugitive earth, and 

ever and anon halting through weariness before his decline into the dark, shadowy vista where the snowclad 

peaks of the western mountains are rearing their heads, and fast-reddening clouds are reminding one of the 

surface of a ploughed field. 

At times those clouds part their bulk to reveal in blinding splendour the silvery saddle of Mount Elburz, and 

the crystal fangs of other peaks--all, apparently, striving to catch and detain the scudding vapours. And to 

such a point does one come to realise the earth's flight through space that one can scarcely draw one's breath 

for the tension, the rapture, of the thought that with the rush of that dear and beautiful earth oneself is keeping 

pace towards, and ever tending towards, the region where, behind the eternal, snow-clad peaks, there lies a 

boundless ocean of blue--an ocean beside which there may lie stretched yet other proud and marvellous lands, 

a void of azure amid which one may come to descry far-distant, many-tinted spheres of planets as yet 

unknown, but sisters, all, to this earth of ours. 

Meanwhile from the steppe slow, ponderous grey oxen with sharp horns are drawing an endless succession of 

wagon-loads of threshed grain through rich, black, sootlike dust. Patiently the beasts' round eyes regard the 

earth, while on the top of each load there lolls a Cossack who, with face sunburnt to the last pitch of 

swarthiness, and eyes reddened with exposure to the wind, and beard matted, seemingly solidified, with dust 

and sweat, is clad in a shirt drab with grime, and has a shaggy Persian cap thrust to the back of his head. 

Occasionally, also, he may he seen riding on the pole in front of his team, and being buffeted from behind by 

https://americanliterature.com/author/maxim-gorky
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the wind which inflates his shirt. And as sleek and comfortable as the carcasses of the bullocks are these 

Cossacks' frames in proportion their eyes are sluggishly intelligent, and in their every movement is the 

deliberate air of men who know precisely what they have to do. 

"Tsob, tsobe!" such fellows shout to their teams. This year they are reaping a splendid harvest. 

Yet though these folk, one and all, look fat and prosperous, their mien is dour, and they speak reluctantly, and 

through their teeth. Possibly this is because they are over-weary with toil. However that may be, the full-fed 

country people of the region laugh but little, and seldom sing. 

In the centre of the hamlet soars the red brick church of the place--an edifice which, with its five pinnacles, its 

belfry over its porch, and its yellow plaster window-mouldings, looks like an edifice that has been fashioned 

of meat, and cemented with grease. Nay, its very shadow seems so richly heavy as to be the shadow of a fane 

erected by men endowed with a plethora of this world's goods to a god otiose in his grandeur. Ranged around 

the building in ring fashion, the hamlet's squat white huts stand girdled with belts of plaited wattle, shawled in 

the gorgeous silken scarves of gardens, and crowned with a flowered brocadework of reed-thatched roofs. In 

fact, they resemble a bevy of buxom babi, [Peasant women] as over and about them wave silver poplar trees, 

with quivering, lacelike leaves of acacias, and dark-leaved chestnuts (the leaves of the latter like the palms of 

human hands) which rock to and fro as though they would fain seize, and detain the driving clouds. Also, 

from court to court scurry Cossack women who, with skirt-tails tucked up to reveal muscular legs bare to the 

knee, are preparing to array themselves for the morrow's festival, and, meanwhile, chattering to one another, 

or shouting to plump infants which may be seen bathing in the dust like sparrows, or picking up handfuls of 

sand, and tossing them into the air. 

Sheltered from the wind by the churchyard wall, there may be seen also, as they sprawl on the dry, faded 

herbage, a score of strollers for work "that is to say, of folk who, a community apart, consist of "nowhere 

people," of dreamers who live constantly in expectation of some stroke of luck, some kindly smile from 

fortune, and of wastrels who, intoxicated with the abundant bounty of the opulent region, have fallen passive 

victims to the Russian craze for vagrancy. These folk tramp from hamlet to hamlet in parties of two or three, 

and, while purporting to seek employment, merely contemplate that employment lethargically, express 

astonishment at the plenitude which it produces, and then decline to put their hands to toil save when dire 

necessity renders it no longer possible to satisfy hunger's pangs through the expedients of mendicancy and 

theft. Dull, or cowed, or timid, or furtive of eye, these folk have lost all sense of the difference between that 

which constitutes honesty and that which does not. 

The morrow being the Feast of the Assumption, these people have, in the present instance, gathered from 

every quarter of the country, for the reason that they hope to be provided with food and drink without first 

being made to earn their entertainment. 

For the most part they are Russians from the central provinces, vagabonds whose faces are blackened, and 

heads blanched with the unaccustomed sunshine of the South, but whose bodies are clad merely in rags tossed 

and tumbled by the wind. True, the wearers of those rags declare themselves to be peaceful, respectable 

citizens whom toil and life's buffetings have exhausted, and compelled to seek temporary rest and prayer; yet 

never does a creaking, groaning, ponderous grain wagon, with its Cossack driver, pass them by without their 

according the latter a humble, obsequious salute as, with straw in mouth, and omitting, always, to raise his 
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cap, the man glances at them askance and with contempt, or, more frequently, does not even descry these 

tattered, grimy hulks between whom and himself there is absolutely nothing in common. 

Lower even, and more noticeably, more pretentiously, than the rest does a certain " needy " native of Tula 

named Konev salute each Cossack. A hardbitten muzhik as sunburnt as a stick of ergot, he has a black beard 

distributed irregularly over a lean face, a fawning smile, and eyes deep-sunken in their sockets. 

Most of these persons I have met for the first time today; but Konev is an old acquaintance of mine, for he and 

I have more than once encountered one another on the road between Kursk and the province of Ter. An 

"artelni," that is to say, a member of a workman's union, he cultivates his fellows' good graces for the reason 

that he is also an arrant coward, and accustomed, everywhere save in his own village (which lies buried 

among the sands of Alexin), to assert that: 

"Certainly, this countryside is rich, yet I cannot hit things off with its inhabitants. In my own part of the 

country folk are more spiritual, more truly Russian, by far than here--they are folk with whom the natives of 

this region are not to be compared, since in the one locality the population has a human soul, whereas in the 

other locality it is a flint-stone." 

And with a certain quiet reflectiveness, he loves also to recount a marvellous example of unlooked-for 

enrichment. He will say to you: 

"Maybe you do not believe in the virtue of horseshoes? Yet I tell YOU that once, when a certain peasant of 

Efremov found a horseshoe, the next three weeks saw it befall that that peasant's uncle, a tradesman of 

Efremov, was burnt to death with all his family, and the property devolved to the peasant. Did you ever hear 

of such a thing? What is going to happen CANNOT be foretold, for at any moment fortune may pity a man, 

and send him a windfall." 

As Konev says this his dark, pointed eyebrows will go shooting up his forehead, and his eyes come protruding 

out of their sockets, as though he himself cannot believe what he has just related. 

Again, should a Cossack pass him without returning his salute, he will mutter as he follows the man with his 

eyes: 

"An overfed fellow, that--a fellow who can't even look at a human being! The souls of these folk, I tell you, 

are withered." 

On the present occasion he has arrived on the scene in company with two women. One of them, aged about 

twenty, is gentle- looking, plump, and glassy of eye, with a mouth perpetually half- open, so that the face 

looks like that of an imbecile, and though the exposed teeth of its lower portion may seem to be set in a smile, 

you will perceive, should you peer into the motionless eyes under the overhanging brows, that she has 

recently been weeping in the terrified, hysterical fashion of a person of weak intellect. 

I have come here with that man and other strangers thus I heard her narrate in low, querulous tones as with a 

stumpy finger she rearranged the faded hair under her yellow and green scarf. 
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A fat-faced youth with high cheek-bones and the small eyes of a Mongol here nudged her, and said carelessly: 

"You mean, rather, that your own man has cast you off. Probably he was the only man you ever saw." 

"Aye," Konev drawled thoughtfully as he felt in his wallet. Nowadays folk need think little of deserting a 

woman, since in this year of grace women are no good at all." 

Upon this the woman frowned--then blinked her eyes timidly, and would have opened her lips to reply, but 

that her companion interrupted her by saying in a brisk, incisive tone: 

"Do not listen to those rascals!" 

***************************** 

The woman's companion, some five or six years her senior, has a face exceptional in the constant change and 

movement of its great dark eyes as at one moment they withdraw themselves from the street of the Cossack 

hamlet, to gaze fixedly and gravely towards the steppe where it lies scoured with the scudding breeze, and at 

another moment fall to scanning the faces of the persons around her, and, at another, frown anxiously, or send 

a smile flitting across her comely lips as she bends her head, until her features are concealed. Next, the head is 

raised again, for the eyes have taken on another phase, and become dilated with interest, while a sharp furrow 

is forming between the slender eyebrows, and the finely moulded lips and trim mouth have compressed 

themselves together, and the thin nostrils of the straight nose are snuffing the air like those of a horse. 

In fact, in the woman there is something non-peasant in its origin. For instance, let one but watch her sharply 

clicking feet as, in walking, they peep from under her blue skirt, and one will perceive that they are not the 

splayed feet of a villager, but, rather, feet arched of instep, and at one time accustomed to the wearing of 

boots. Or, as the woman sits engaged in embroidering a blue bodice with a pattern of white peas, one will 

perceive that she has long been accustomed to plying the needle so dexterously; swiftly do the small, sunburnt 

hands fly in and out under the tumbled material, eagerly though the wind may strive to wrest it from her. 

Again, as she sits bending over her work, one will descry through a rent in her bodice a small, firm bosom 

which might almost have been that of a virgin, were it not for the fact that a projecting teat proclaims that she 

is a woman preparing to suckle an infant. In short, as she sits among her companions she looks like a 

fragment of copper flung into the midst of some rusty old scrap-iron. 

Most of the people in whose society I wander neither rise to great heights nor sink to great depths, but are as 

colourless as dust, and wearisomely insignificant. Hence is it that whenever I chance upon a person whose 

soul I can probe and explore for thoughts unfamiliar to me and words not hitherto heard I congratulate myself, 

seeing that though it is my desire to see life grow more fair and exalted, and I yearn to bring about that end, 

there constantly reveals itself to me merely a vista of sharp angles and dark spaces and poor crushed, 

defrauded people. Yes, never do I seek to project a spark of my own fire into the darkness of my neighbour's 

soul but I see that spark disappear, become lost, in a chaos of dumb vacuity. 

Hence the woman of whom I have just spoken particularly excites my fancy, and leads me to attempt 

divinations of her past, until I find myself evolving a story which is not only of vast complexity, but has got 

painted into it merely the colours of my own hopes and aspirations. It is a story necessarily illusory, 
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necessarily bound to make life seem even worse than before. Yet it is a grievous thing NEVER to distort 

actuality, NEVER to envelop actuality in the wrappings of one's imagination . . . . 

Closing his eyes, and picking his words with difficulty, a tall, fair peasant drawls in thick, gluelike tones: 

"'Very well,' I said: and off we set. On the way I said again: 'Gubin, though you may not like to be told so, 

you are no better than a thief.'" 

The o's uttered by this peasant are uniformly round and firm--they roll forward as a cartwheel trundles along a 

hot, dusty country road. 

The youth with the high cheek-bones fixes the whites of his porcine eyes (eyes the pupils of which are as 

indeterminate as the eyes of a blind man) upon the woman in the green scarf. Then, having, like a calf, 

plucked and chewed some stalks of the withered grass, he rolls up the sleeves of his shirt, bends one fist into 

the crook of the elbow, and says to Konev with a glance at the well-developed muscle: 

"Should you care to hit me?" 

"No, you can hit yourself. Hit yourself over the head. Then, perhaps, you'll grow wiser." 

Stolidly the young fellow looks at Konev, and inquires: 

"How do you know me to be a fool? " 

"Because your personality tells me so." 

"Eh?" cries the young fellow truculently as he raises himself to a kneeling posture. "How know you what I 

am?" 

"I have been told what you are by the Governor of your province." 

The young fellow opens his mouth, and stares at Konev. Then he asks: 

"To what province do I belong?" 

"If you yourself have forgotten to what province you belong, you had better try and loosen your wits." 

"Look here. If I were to hit you, I--" 

The woman who has been sewing drops her work to shrug one rounded shoulder as though she were cold, and 

ask conciliatorily: 

"Well, WHAT province do you belong to?" 
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"I? " the young fellow re-echoes as he subsides on to his heels. "I belong to Penza. Why do you ask?" 

"Oh never mind why." 

Presently, with a strangely youthful laugh, the woman adds in a murmur: 

"I ask because I too belong to that province." 

"And to which canton?" 

"To that of Penza." In the woman's tone is a touch of pride. 

The young fellow squats down before her, as before a wood fire, stretches out his hands, and says in an 

ingratiating voice: 

"What a fine place is our cantonal town! What churches and shops and stone houses there are in it! In fact, 

one shop sells a machine on which you can play anything you like, any sort of a tune!" 

"As well as, probably, the fool," comments Konev in an undertone, though the young fellow is too enthralled 

with the memory of the amenities of his cantonal capital to notice the remark. Next, smacking his lips, and 

chewing his words, he continues in a murmur: 

"In those stone houses." 

Here the woman drops her sewing a second time to inquire: "Is there a convent there?" 

"A convent?" 

And the young fellow pauses uncouthly to scratch his neck. Only after a while does he answer: 

"A convent? Well, I do not know, for only once, to tell the truth, have I been in the town, and that was when 

some of us famine folk were set to a job of roadmaking." 

"Well, well!" gasps Konev, as he rises and takes his departure. 

The vagabonds, huddled against the churchyard wall, look like litter driven thither by the steppe wind, and as 

liable to be whirled away again whenever the wind shall choose. Three of the party are sleeping, and the 

remainder either mending their clothing, or killing fleas, or lethargically munching bread collected at the 

windows of the Cossacks' huts. I find the sight of them weary me as much as does the young fellows fatuous 

babble. Also, I find that whenever the elder of the two women lifts her eyes from her work, and half smiles, 

the faint half- smile in question vexes me intensely. Consequently, I end by departing in Konev's wake. 
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Guarding the entrance of the churchyard, four poplar trees stand erect, save when, as the wind harries them, 

they bow alternately to the arid, dusty earth and towards the dim vista of tow- coloured steppe and 

snowcapped mountain peaks. Yet, oh how that steppe, bathed in golden sunshine, draws one to itself and its 

smooth desolation of sweet, dry grasses as the parched, fragrant expanse rustles under the soughing wind! 

"You ask about that woman, eh? " queries Konev, whom I find leaning against one of the poplar trunks, and 

embracing it with an arm. 

"Yes. From where does she hail?" 

"From Riazan, she says. Another story of hers is that her name is Tatiana." 

"Has she been with you long?" 

"No. In fact, it was only this morning, some thirty versts from here, that I overtook her and her companion. 

However, I have seen her before, at Maikop-on-Laba, during the season of hay harvest, when she had with her 

an elderly, smoothfaced muzhik who might have been a soldier, and certainly was either her lover or an uncle, 

as well as a bully and a drunkard of the type which, before it has been two days in a place, starts about as 

many brawls. At present, however, she is tramping with none but this female companion, for, after that the 

'uncle' had drunk away his very belly-band and reins, he was clapped in gaol. The Cossack, you know, is an 

awkward person to deal with." 

Although Konev speaks without constraint, his eyes are fixed upon the ground in a manner suggestive of 

some disturbing thought. And as the breeze ruffles his dishevelled beard and ragged pea-jacket it ends by 

robbing his head of his cap-- of the tattered, peakless clout which, with rents in its lining, so closely resembles 

a tchepchik [Woman's mob-cap], as to communicate to the picturesque features of its wearer an appearance 

comically feminine. 

"Ye-es," expectorating, and drawling the words between his teeth, he continues: "She is a remarkable woman, 

a regular, so to speak, highstepper. Yet it must have been the Devil himself that blew this young oaf with the 

bloated jowl on to the scene. Otherwise I should soon have fixed up matters with her. The cur that he is!" 

"But once you told me that you had a wife already?" 

Darting at me an angry glance, he turns away with a mutter of: 

"AM I to carry my wife about with me in my wallet? " 

Here there comes limping across the square a moustachioed Cossack. In one hand he is holding a bunch of 

keys, and in the other hand a battered Cossack cap, peak in front. Behind him, sobbing and applying his 

knuckles to his eyes, there is creeping a curly-headed urchin of eight, while the rear is brought up by a shaggy 

dog whose dejected countenance and lowered tail would seem to show that he too is in disgrace. Each time 

that the boy whimpers more loudly than usual the Cossack halts, awaits the lad's coming in silence, cuffs him 

over the head with the peak of the cap, and, resuming his way with the gait of a drunken man, leaves the boy 
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and the dog standing where they are--the boy lamenting, and the dog wagging its tail as its old black muzzle 

sniffs the air. Somehow I discern in the dog's mien of holding itself prepared for anything that may turn up, a 

certain resemblance to Konev's bearing, save that the dog is older in appearance than is the vagabond. 

"You mentioned my wife, I think?" presently he resumes with a sigh. "Yes, I know, but not EVERY malady 

proves mortal, and I have been married nineteen years! " 

The rest is well-known to me, for all too frequently have I heard it and similar tales. Unfortunately, I cannot 

now take the trouble to stop him; so once more I am forced to let his complaints come oozing tediously into 

my ears. 

"The wench was plump," says Konev, "and panting for love; so we just got married, and brats began to come 

tumbling from her like bugs from a bunk." 

Subsiding a little, the breeze takes, as it were, to whispering. 

"In fact, I could scarcely turn round for them. Even now seven of them are alive, though originally the stud 

numbered thirteen. And what was the use of such a gang? For, consider: my wife is forty-two, and I am forty-

three. She is elderly, and I am what you behold. True, hitherto I have contrived to keep up my spirits; yet 

poverty is wearing me down, and when, last winter, my old woman went to pieces I set forth (for what else 

could I do?) to tour the towns. In fact, folk like you and myself have only one job available--the job of licking 

one's chops, and keeping one's eyes open. Yet, to tell you the truth, I no sooner perceive myself to be growing 

superfluous in a place than I spit upon that place, and clear out of it." 

Never to this sturdy, inveterate rascal does it seem to occur to insinuate that he has been doing work of any 

kind, or that he in the least cares to do any; while at the same time all self-pity is eschewed in his narrative, 

and he relates his experiences much as though they are the experiences of another man, and not of himself. 

Presently, as the Cossack and the boy draw level with us, the former, fingering his moustache, inquires 

thickly: 

"Whence are you come?" 

"From Russia." 

"All such folk come from there." 

Thereafter, with a gesture of disdain, this man of the abnormally broad nose, eyes floating in fat, and flaxen 

head shaped like a flounder's, resumes his way towards the porch of the church. As for the boy, he wipes his 

nose and follows him while the dog sniffs at our legs, yawns, and stretches itself by the churchyard wall. 

"Did you see?" mutters Konev. "Oh yes, I tell you that the folk here are far less amiable than our own folk in 

Russia. . . But hark! What is that?" 
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To our ears there have come from behind the corner of the churchyard wall a woman's scream and the sound 

of dull blows. Rushing thither, we behold the fair-headed peasant seated on the prostrate form of the young 

fellow from Penza, and methodically, gruntingly delivering blow after blow upon the young fellow's ears with 

his ponderous fists, while counting the blows as he does so. Vainly, at the same time, the woman from Riazan 

is prodding the assailant in the back, whilst her female companion is shrieking, and the crowd at large has 

leapt to its feet, and, collected into a knot, is shouting gleefully, "THAT'S the way! THAT'S the way!" 

"Five!" the fair-headed peasant counts. 

"Why are you doing this?" the prostrate man protests. 

"Six!" 

"Oh dear!" ejaculates Konev, dancing with nervousness. "Oh dear, oh dear!" 

The smacking, smashing blows fall in regular cadence as, prone on his face, the young fellow kicks, struggles 

and puffs up the dust. Meanwhile a tall, dour man in a straw hat is rolling up a shirt-sleeve, and alternately 

bending and stretching a long arm, whilst a lithe, white-headed young stripling is hopping, sparrow- like, 

from one onlooker to another, and exclaiming in suppressed, cautious tones: 

"Stop it, pray stop it, or we shall be arrested for creating a disturbance!" 

Presently the tall man strides towards the fair-headed peasant, deals him a single blow which knocks him 

from the back of the young fellow, and, turning to the crowd, says with an informing air: 

"THAT'S how we do it in Tambov!" 

"Brutes! Villains!" screams the woman from Riazan, as she bends over the young fellow. Her cheeks are 

livid, and as she wipes the flushed face of the beaten youth with the hem of her gown, her dark eyes are 

flashing with dry wrath, and her lips quivering so painfully as to disclose a set of fine, level teeth. 

Konev, pecking up to her, says with an air of advice: 

"You had better take him away, and give him some water." 

Upon this the fair-headed muzhik, rising to his knees, stretches a fist towards the man from Tambov, and 

exclaims: 

"Why should he have gone and bragged of his strength, pray?" 

"Was that a good reason for thrashing him?" 

"And who are you?" 
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"Who am I?" 

"Yes, who are YOU?" 

"Never mind. See that I don't give you another swipe!" 

Upon this the onlookers plunge into a heated debate as to who was actually the beginner of the disturbance, 

while the lithe young fellow continues to wring his hands, and cry imploringly: 

"DON'T make so much noise about it! Remember that we are in a strange land, and that the folk hereabouts 

are strict." 

So queerly do his ears project from his head that he would seem to be able, if he pleased, to fold them right 

over his eyes. 

Suddenly from the roseate heavens comes the vibrant note of a bell; whereupon, the hubbub ceases and at the 

same moment a young Cossack with a face studded with freckles, and, in his hands, a cudgel, makes his 

appearance among the crowd. 

"What does all this mean?" he inquires not uncivilly. 

"They have been beating a man," the woman from Riazan replies. As she does so she looks comely in spite of 

her wrath. 

The Cossack glances at her--then smiles. 

"And where is the party going to sleep?" he inquires of the crowd. 

"Here," someone ventures. 

"Then you must not--someone might break into the church. Go, rather, to the Ataman [Cossack headman or 

mayor], and you will be billeted among the huts." 

"It is a matter of no consequence," Konev remarks as he paces beside me. "Yet--" 

"They seem to be taking us for robbers," is my interruption. 

"As is everywhere the way," he comments. "It is but one thing more laid to our charge. Caution decides 

always that a stranger is a thief." 

In front of us walks the woman from Riazan, in company with the young fellow of the bloated features. He is 

downcast of mien, and at length mutters something which I cannot catch, but in answer to which she tosses 

her head, and says in a distinct, maternal tone: 
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"You are too young to associate with such brutes." 

The bell of the church is slowly beating, and from the huts there keep coming neat old men and women who 

make the hitherto deserted street assume a brisk appearance, and the squat huts take on a welcoming air. 

In a resonant, girlish voice there meets our ears: 

"Ma-am! Ma-amka! Where is the key of the green box? I want my ribands!" 

While in answer to the bell's summons, the oxen low a deep echo. 

The wind has fallen, but reddish clouds still are gliding over the hamlet, and the mountain peaks blushing 

until they seem, thawing, to be sending streams of golden, liquid fire on to the steppes, where, as though cast 

in stone, a stork, standing on one leg, is listening, seemingly, to the rustling of the heat- exhausted herbage. 

************************** 

In the forecourt of the Ataman's hut we are deprived of our passports, while two of our number, found to be 

without such documents, are led away to a night's lodging in a dark storehouse in a corner of the premises. 

Everything is executed quietly enough, and without the least fuss, purely as a matter of routine; yet Konev 

mutters, as dejectedly he contemplates the darkening sky: 

"What a surprising thing, to be sure!" 

"What is?" 

"A passport. Surely a decent, peaceable man ought to be able to travel WITHOUT a passport? So long as he 

be harmless, let him--" 

"You are not harmless," with angry emphasis the woman from Riazan interposes. 

Konev closes his eyes with a smile, and says nothing more. 

Almost until the vigil service is over are we kept kicking our heels about that forecourt, like sheep in a 

slaughter-house. Then Konev, myself, the two women, and the fat-faced young fellow are led away towards 

the outskirts of the village, and allotted an empty hut with broken-down walls and a cracked window. 

"No going out will be permitted," says the Cossack who has conducted us thither. "Else you will be arrested." 

"Then give us a morsel of bread," Konev says with a stammer. "Have you done any work here?" the Cossack 

inquires. 

"Yes--a little." 
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"For me?" 

"No. It did not so happen." 

"When it does so happen I will give you some bread." 

And like a water-butt the fat kindly-looking man goes rolling out of the yard. 

"What else was to be expected?" grumbles Konev with his eyebrows elevated to the middle of his forehead. 

"The folk hereabouts are knaves. Ah, well!" 

As for the women, they withdraw to the darkest corner of the hut, and lie down, while the young fellow 

disappears after probing the walls and floor, and returns with an armful of straw which he strews upon the 

hard, beaten clay. Then he stretches himself thereon with hands clasped behind his battered head. 

"See the resourcefulness of that fellow from Penza!" comments Konev enviously. "Hi, you women! There is, 

it would seem, some straw about." 

To this comes from the women's corner the acid reply: 

"Then go and fetch some." 

"For you?" 

"Yes, for us." 

"Then I must, I suppose." 

Nevertheless Konev merely remains sitting on the windowsill, and discoursing on the subject of certain needy 

folk who do but desire to go and say their prayers in church, yet are banded into barns. 

"Yes, and though you may say that folk, the world over, have a soul in common, I tell you that this is not so--

that, on the contrary, we Russian strangers find it a hard matter here to get looked upon as respectable." 

With which he slips out quietly into the street, and disappears from view. 

The young fellow's sleep is restless--he keeps tossing about, with his fat arms and legs sprawling over the 

floor, and grunting, and snoring. Under him the straw makes a crackling sound, while the two women whisper 

together in the darkness, and the reeds of the dry thatch on the roof rustle (the wind is still drawing an 

occasional breath), and ever and anon a twig brushes against an outside wall. The scene is like a scene in a 

dream. 
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Out of doors the myriad tongues of the pitch-black, starless night seem to be debating something in soft, sad, 

pitiful tones which ever keep growing fainter; until, when the hour of ten has been struck on the watchman's 

gong, and the metal ceases to vibrate, the world grows quieter still, much as though all living things, alarmed 

by the clang in the night, have concealed themselves in the invisible earth or the equally invisible heavens. 

I seat myself by the window, and watch how the earth keeps exhaling darkness, and the darkness enveloping, 

drowning the grey, blurred huts in black, tepid vapour, though the church remains invisible--evidently 

something stands interposed between it and my viewpoint. And it seems to me that the wind, the seraph of 

many pinions which has spent three days in harrying the land, must now have whirled the earth into a 

blackness, a denseness, in which, exhausted, and panting, and scarcely moving, it is helplessly striving to 

remain within the encompassing, all- pervading obscurity where, helpless and weary in like degree, the wind 

has sloughed its thousands of wing-feathers--feathers white and blue and golden of tint, but also broken, and 

smeared with dust and blood. 

And as I think of our petty, grievous human life, as of a drunkard's tune on a sorry musical instrument, or as 

of a beautiful song spoilt by a witless, voiceless singer, there begins to wail in my soul an insatiable longing 

to breathe forth words of sympathy with all mankind, words of burning love for all the world, words of 

appreciation of, for example, the sun's beauty as, enfolding the earth in his beams, and caressing and 

fertilising her, he bears her through the expanses of blue. Yes, I yearn to recite to my fellow-men words which 

shall raise their heads. And at length I find myself compounding the following jejune lines: 

To our land we all are born In happiness to dwell. The sun has bred us to this land Its fairness to excel. In the 

temple of the sun We high priests are, divine. Then each of us should claim his life, And cry, " This life is 

mine!" 

Meanwhile from the women's corner there comes a soft, intermittent whispering; and as it continues to filter 

through the darkness, I strain my ears until I succeed in catching a few of the words uttered, and can 

distinguish at least the voices of the whisperers. 

The woman from Riazan mutters firmly, and with assurance: 

"Never ought you to show that it hurts you." 

And with a sniff, in a tone of dubious acquiescence, her companion replies: 

"Ye-es-so long as one can bear it." 

"Ah, but never mind. PRETEND. That is to say, when he beats you, make light of it, and treat it as a joke." 

"But what if he beats me very much indeed?" 

"Continue still to make light of it, still to smile at him kindly." 

"Well, YOU can never have been beaten, for you do not seem to know what it is like." 
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"Oh, but I have, my dear--I do know what it is like, for my experience of it has been large. Do not be afraid, 

however. HE won't beat you." 

A dog yelps, pauses a moment to listen, and then barks more angrily than ever. Upon that other dogs reply, 

and for a moment or two I am annoyed to find that I cannot overhear the women's conversation. In time, 

however, the dogs cease their uproar, for want of breath, and the suppressed dialogue filters once more to my 

ears. 

"Never forget, my dear, that a muzhik's life is a hard one. Yes, for us plain folk life is hard. Hence, one ought 

to make nothing of things, and let them come easy to one." 

"Mother of God!" 

"And particularly should a woman so face things; for upon her everything depends. For one thing, let her take 

to herself, in place of her mother, a husband or a sweetheart. Yes, try that, and see. And though, at first, your 

husband may find fault with you, he will afterwards take to boasting to other muzhiks that he has a wife who 

can do everything, and remain ever as bright and loving as the month of May. Never does she give in; never 

WOULD she give in--no, not if you were to cut off her head!" 

"Indeed? " 

"Yes. And see if that will not come to be your opinion as much as mine." 

Again, to my annoyance, the dialogue is interrupted--this time by the sound of uncertain footsteps in the street 

without. Thus the next words of the women's conversation escape me. Then I hear: 

"Have you ever read 'The Vision of the Mother of God'?" 

"N-no, I have not." 

"Then you had better ask some older woman than myself to tell you about it, for it is a good book to become 

acquainted with. Can you read?" 

"No, I cannot. But tell me, yourself, what the vision was?" 

"Listen, and I will do so." 

From outside the window Konev's voice softly inquires: 

"Is that our lot in there? Yes? Thank God, then, for I had nearly lost my way after stirring up a lot of dogs, 

and being forced to use my fists upon them. Here, you! Catch hold!" 
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With which, handing me a large watermelon, he clambers through the window with a great clattering and 

disturbance. 

"I have managed also to gee a good supply of bread," he continues. "Perhaps you believe that I stole it? But 

no. Indeed, why should one steal when one can beg-a game at which I am particularly an old hand, seeing that 

always, on any occasion, I can make up to people? It happened like this. When I went out I saw a fire glowing 

in a hut, and folk seated at supper. And since, wherever many people are present, one of them at least has a 

kind heart, I ate and drank my fill, and then managed to make off with provender for you as well. Hi, you 

women!" 

There follows no answer. 

"I believe those daughters of whores must be asleep," he comments. "Hi, women!" 

"What is it?" drily inquires the woman from Riazan. 

"Should you like a taste of water-melon?" 

"I should, thank you." 

Thereupon, Konev begins to make his way towards the voice. 

"Yes, bread, soft wheaten bread such as you--" 

Here the, other woman whines in beggar fashion: 

"And give ME a taste, too." 

"Oh, yes, I will. But where the devil are you?" 

"And a taste of melon as well?" 

"Yes, certainly. Hullo! Who is this?" 

From the woman from Riazan comes a cry of pain. 

"Mind how you step, wretch!" she exclaims. 

"All right, but you needn't make so much noise about it. You see how dark it is, and I--" 

"You ought to have struck a match, then." 
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"I possess but a quarter of a match, for matches are not over- plentiful, and even if I did catch hold of you no 

great harm can have been done. For instance, when your husband used to beat you he must have hurt you far 

worse than I. By the way, DID he beat you?" 

"What business is that of yours?" 

"None; only, I am curious to know. Surely a woman like you--" 

"See here. Do not dare to touch me, or I--" 

"Or you what?" 

There ensues a prolonged altercation amid which I can hear epithets of increasing acerbity and opprobrium 

being applied; until the woman from Riazan exclaims hoarsely: 

"Oh, you coward of a man, take that!" 

Whereupon follows a scrimmage amid which I can distinguish slappings, gross chuckles from Konev, and a 

muffled cry from the younger woman of: 

"Oh, do not so behave, you wretch!" 

Striking a match, I approach the spot, and pull Konev away. He is in no way abashed, but merely cooled in his 

ardour as, seated on the floor at my feet, and panting and expectorating, he says reprovingly to the woman: 

"When folk wish merely to have a game with you, you ought not to let yourself lose your temper. Fie, fie!" 

"Are you hurt?" the woman inquires quietly. 

"What do you suppose? You have cut my lip, but that is the worst damage." 

"Then if you come here again I will lay the whole of your face open." 

"Vixen! What bumpkinish stupidity!" 

Konev turns to myself. 

"And as for you, you go catching at the first thing you find, and have torn my coat." 

"Then do not insult people." 

"INSULT people, fool? The idea of anyone insulting a woman like THAT!" 
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Whereafter, with a mean chuckle, the fellow goes on to discourse upon the ease with which peasant women 

err, and upon their love of deceiving their husbands. 

"The impudent rascal!" comments the woman from Penza sleepily. 

After a while the young fellow springs to his feet, and grates his teeth. Then, reseating himself, and clutching 

at his head, he says gloomily: 

"I intend to leave here tomorrow, and go home. I do not care WHAT becomes of me." 

With which he subsides on to the floor as though exhausted. 

"The blockhead!" is Konev's remark. 

Amid the darkness a black shape rises. It does so as soundlessly as a fish in a pond, glides to the door, and 

disappears. 

"That was she," remarks Konev. "What a strong woman! However, if you had not pulled me away, I should 

have got the better of her. By God I should!" 

"Then follow her, and make another attempt." 

"No," after a moment's reflection he rejoins. "Out there she might get hold of a stick, or a brick, or some such 

thing. However, I'LL get even with her. As a matter of fact, you wasted your time in stopping me, for she 

detests me like the very devil." 

And he renews his wearisome boastings of his conquests; until suddenly, he stops as though he has swallowed 

his tongue. 

All becomes quiet; everything seems to have come to a halt, and to be pressing close in sleep to the 

motionless earth. I too grow drowsy, and have a vision amid which my mind returns to the donations which I 

have received that day, and sees them swell and multiply and increase in weight until I feel their bulk pressing 

upon me like a tumulus of the steppes. Next, the coppery notes of a bell jar in my ears, and, struck at random 

intervals, go floating away into the darkness. 

It is the hour of midnight. 

Soon, scattered drops of rain begin to patter down upon the dry thatch of the hut and the dust in the street 

outside, while a cricket continues chirping as though it were hurriedly relating a tale. Also, I hear filtering 

forth into the darkness a softly gulped, eager whispering. 

"Think," says one of the voices, " what it must mean to have to go tramping about without work, or only with 

work for another to do!" 
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The young fellow who has been so soundly thrashed replies in a dull voice: 

"I know nothing of you." 

"More softly, more softly!" urges the woman. 

"What is it you want?" 

"I want NOTHING. It is merely that I am sorry for you as a man yet young and strong. You see--well, I have 

not lived with my eyes shut. That is why I say, come with me." 

"But come whither?" 

"To the coast, where I know there to be beautiful plots of land for the asking. You yourself can see how good 

the land hereabout is. Well, there land better still is to be obtained." 

"Liar!" 

"More softly, more softly!" again urges the woman. "Moreover, I am not bad-looking, and can manage things 

well, and do any sort of work. Hence you and I might live quite peacefully and happily, and come, eventually, 

to have a place of our own. Yes, and I could bear and rear you a child. Only see how fit I am. Only feel this 

breast of mine." 

The young fellow snorts, and I begin to find the situation oppressive, and to long to let the couple know that I 

am not asleep. Curiosity, however, prevents me, and I continue listening to the strange, arresting dialogue. 

"Wait a little," whispers the woman with a gasp. "Do not play with me, for I am not that sort of woman. Yes, I 

mean what I say. Let be!" 

Rudely, roughly the young fellow replies: 

"Then don't run after me. A woman who runs after a man, and plays the whore with him, is--" 

"Less noise, please--less noise, I beg of you, or we shall be heard, and I shall be put to shame!" 

"Doesn't it put you to shame to be offering yourself to me like this?" 

A silence ensues, save that the young fellow goes on snorting and fidgeting, and the raindrops continue to fall 

with the same reluctance, the same indolence, as ever. Then once more the woman's voice is heard through 

the pattering. 

"Perhaps," says the voice, "you have guessed that I am seeking a husband? Yes, I AM seeking one--a good, 

steady muzhik." 
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"But I am NOT a good, steady muzhik." 

"Fie, fie!" 

"What?" he sniggers. "A husband for you? The impudence of you! A 'husband'! Go along!" 

"Listen to me. I am tired of tramping." 

"Then go home." 

This time there ensues a long pause. Then the woman says very softly: 

"I have neither home nor kindred." 

"A lie!" ejaculates the young fellow. 

"No, by God it is not a lie! The Mother of God forget me if it is." 

In these last words I can detect the note of tears. By this time the situation has become intolerable, for I am 

yearning to rise and kick the young fellow out of the hut, and then to have a long and earnest talk with his 

companion. "Oh that I could take her to my arms," I reflect, "and cherish her as I would a poor lost child!" 

After a while the sounds of a new struggle between the pair are heard. 

"Don't put me off like that!" growls the young fellow. 

"And don't you make any attempt upon me! I am not the sort of woman to be forced." 

The next moment there arises a cry of pain and astonishment. 

"What was that for? What was that for?" the woman wails. 

With an answering exclamation I spring to my feet, for my feelings have become those of a wild beast. 

At once everything grows quiet again, save that someone, crawls over the floor and, in leaving the hut, jars 

the latch of the crazy, single-hinged portal. 

"It was not my fault," grumbles the young fellow. "It all came of that stinking woman offering herself to me. 

Besides, the place is full of bugs, and I cannot sleep." 

"Beast!" pants someone in the vicinity. 
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"Hold your tongue, bitch!" is the fellow's retort. 

By now the rain has ceased, and such air as filters through the window seems increasedly stifling. 

Momentarily the hush grows deeper, until the breast feels filled with a sense of oppression, and the face and 

eyes as though they were glued over with a web. Even when I step into the yard I find the place to be like a 

cellar on a summer's day, when the very ice has melted in the dark retreat, and the latter's black cavity is 

charged with hot, viscous humidity. 

Somewhere near me a woman is gulping out sobs. For a moment or two I listen; then I approach her, and 

come upon her seated in a corner with her head in her hands, and her body rocking to and fro as though she 

were doing me obeisance. 

Yet I feel angry, somehow, and remain standing before her without speaking-- until at length I ask: 

"Are you mad?" 

"Go away," is, after a pause, her only reply. 

"I heard all that you said to that young fellow." 

"Oh, did you? Then what business is it of yours? Are you my brother?" 

Yet she speaks the words absent-mindedly rather than angrily. Around us the dim, blurred walls are peering in 

our direction with sightless eyes, while in the vicinity a bullock is drawing deep breaths. 

I seat myself by her side. 

"Should you remain much longer in that position," I remark, "you will have a headache." 

There follows no reply. 

"Am I disturbing you? " I continue. 

"Oh no; not at all." And, lowering her hands, she looks at me. "Whence do you come?" 

"From Nizhni Novgorod." 

"Oh, from a long way off!" 

"Do you care for that young fellow?" 

Not for a moment or two does she answer; and when she does so she answers as though the words have been 

rehearsed. 
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"Not particularly. It is that he is a strong young fellow who has lost his way, and is too much of a fool (as you 

too must have seen) to find it again. So I am very sorry for him. A good muzhik ought to be well placed." 

On the bell of the church there strikes the hour of two. Without interrupting herself, the woman crosses her 

breast at each stroke. 

"Always," she continues, "I feel sorry when I see a fine young fellow going to the dogs. If I were able, I 

would take all such young men, and restore them to the right road." 

"Then you are not sorry FOR YOURSELF? " 

"Not for myself? Oh yes, for myself as well." 

"Then why flaunt yourself before this booby, as you have been doing?" 

"Because I might reform him. Do you not think so? Ah, you do not know me." 

A sigh escapes her. 

"He hit you, I think?" I venture. 

"No, he did not. And in any case you are not to touch him." 

"Yet you cried out?" 

Suddenly she leans towards me, and says: 

"Yes, he did strike me--he struck me on the breast, and would have overpowered me had it not been that I 

cannot, I will not, do things heartlessly, like a cat. Oh, the brutes that men can be!" 

Here the conversation undergoes an interruption through the fact that someone has come out to the hut door, 

and is whistling softly, as for a dog. 

"There he is!" whispers the woman. 

"Then had I not best send him about his business?" 

"No, no!" she exclaims, catching at my knees. "No need is there for that, no need is there for that!" 

Then with a low moan she adds: 

"Oh Lord, how I pity our folk and their lives! Oh God our Father!" 
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Her shoulders heave, and presently she bursts into tears, with a whisper, between the pitiful sobs, of: 

"How, on such a night as this, one remembers all that one has ever seen, and the folk that ever one has 

known! And oh, how wearisome, wearisome it all is! And how I should like to cry throughout the world--But 

to cry what? I know not--I have no message to deliver." 

That feeling I can understand as well as she, for all too often has it seemed to crush my soul with voiceless 

longing. 

Then, as I stroke her bowed head and quivering shoulder, I ask her who she is; and presently, on growing a 

little calmer, she tells me the history of her life. 

She is, it appears, the daughter of a carpenter and bee-keeper. On her mother's death, this man married a 

young woman, and allowed her, as stepmother, to persuade him to place the narrator, Tatiana, in a convent, 

where she (Tatiana) lived from the age of nine till adolescence, and, meanwhile, was taught her letters, and 

also a certain amount of manual labour; until, later, her father married her off to a friend of his, a well-to- do 

ex-soldier, who was acting as forester on the convent's estate. 

As the woman relates this, I feel vexed that I cannot see her face--only a dim, round blur amid which there 

looms what appears to be a pair of closed eyes. Also, so complete is the stillness, that she can narrate her story 

in a barely audible whisper; and I gain the impression that the pair of us are sitting plunged in a void of 

darkness where life does not exist, yet where we are destined to begin life. 

"However, the man was a libertine and a drunkard, and many a riotous night did he spend with his cronies in 

the porter's lodge of the convent. Also, he tried to arouse a similar taste in myself; and though for a time I 

resisted the tendency, I at length, on his taking to beating me, yielded. Only for one man, however, had I 

really a liking; and with him it was, and not with my husband, that I first learnt the meaning of spousehood. . . 

. Unfortunately, my lover himself was married; and in time his wife came to hear of me, and procured my 

husband's dismissal. The chief reason was that the lady, a person of great wealth, was herself handsome, 

albeit stout, and did not care to see her place assumed by a nobody. Next, my husband died of drink; and as 

my father had long been dead, and I found myself alone, I went to see and consult my stepmother. All that she 

said, however, was: 'Why come to me? Go and think things out for yourself.' And I too then reflected: 'Yes, 

why should I have gone to her? ' and repaired to the convent. Yet even there there seemed to be no place left 

for me, and eventually old Mother Taisia, who had once been my governess, said: 'Tatiana, do you return to 

the world, for there, and only there, will you have a chance of happiness. So to the world I returned --and still 

am roaming it." 

"Your quest of happiness is not following an easy road!" 

"It is following the road that it best can." 

By now the darkness has ceased to keep spread over us, as it were, the stretched web of a heavy curtain, but 

has grown thinner and more transparent with the tension, save that, in places (for instance, in the window of 

the hut), it still lies in thick folds or clots as it peers at us with its sightless eyes. 
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Over the hummock-like roofs of the huts rise the church's steeple and the poplar trees; while hither and thither 

on the wall of the hut, the cracks and holes in the crumbling plaster have caused the wall to resemble the map 

of an unknown country. 

Glancing at the woman's dark eyes, I perceive them to be shining as pensively, innocently as the eyes of a 

young maiden. 

"You are indeed a curious woman!" I remark. 

"Perhaps I am," she replies as she moistens her lips with a slender, almost feline tongue. 

"What are you really seeking?" 

"I have considered the matter, and know, at last, my mind. It is this: I hope some day to fall in with a good 

muzhik with whom to go in search of land. Probably land of the kind, I mean, is to be found in the 

neighbourhood of New Athos, [A monastery in the Caucasus, built on the reputed site of a cave tenanted by 

Simeon the Canaanite] for I have been there already, and know of a likely spot for the purpose. And there we 

shall set our place in order, and lay out a garden and an orchard, and prepare as much plough land as we may 

need for our working." 

Her words are now firmer, more assured. 

"And when we have put everything in order, other folk may join us; and then, as the oldest settlers in the 

place, we shall hold the position of honour. And thus things will continue until a new village, really a fine 

settlement, will have become formed--a settlement of which my husband will be selected the warden until 

such time as I shall have made of him a barin [Gentleman or squire] outright. Also, children may one day play 

in that garden, and a summer-house be built there. Ah, how delightful such a life appears!" 

In fact, she has planned out the future so thoroughly that already she can describe the new establishment in as 

much detail as though she has long been a resident in it. 

"Yes, I yearn indeed for a nice home!" she continues. "Oh that such a home could fall to my lot! But the first 

requisite, of course, is a muzhik." 

Her gentle face and eyes peer into the waning night as though they aspire to caress everything upon which 

they may light. 

And all the while I am feeling sorry for her--sorry almost to tears. To conceal the fact I murmur: 

"Should I myself suit you?" 

She gives a faint laugh. 

"No." 
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"Why not?" 

"Because the ideas in your mind are different from mine." 

"How do you know what my ideas are?" 

She edges away from me a little,then says drily: 

"Because I can see them in your eyes. To be plain, I could never consent." 

With a finger tapping upon the mouldy, gnarled old oaken stump on which we are sitting, she adds: 

"The Cossacks, for instance, live comfortably enough; yet I do not like them." 

"What in them is it that displeases you?" 

"Somehow they repel me. True, much of everything is theirs; yet also they have ways which alienate me." 

Unable any longer to conceal from her my pity, I say gently: 

"Never, I fear, will you discover what you are seeking." 

She shakes her head protestingly. 

"And never ought a woman to be discouraged," she retorts. "Woman's proper round is to wish for a child, and 

to nurse it, and, when it has been weaned, to get herself ready to have another one. That is how woman should 

live. She should live as pass spring and summer, autumn and winter." 

I find it a pleasure to watch the play of the woman's intellectual features; and though, also, I long to take her 

in my arms, I feel that my better plan will be to seek once more the quiet, empty steppe, and, bearing in me 

the recollection of this woman, to resume my lonely journey towards the region where the silver wall of the 

mountains merges with the sky, and the dark ravines gape at the steppe with their chilly jaws. At the moment, 

however, I cannot so do, for the Cossacks have temporarily deprived me of my passport. 

"What are you yourself seeking?" she asks suddenly as again she edges towards me. 

"Simply nothing. My one desire is to observe how folk live." 

"And are you travelling alone?" 

"I am." 

"Even as am I. Oh God, how many lonely people there are in the world!" 
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By this time the cattle are awakening from slumber, and, with their soft lowings, reminding one of a pipe 

which I used to hear played by a certain blind old man. Next, four times, with unsteady touch, the drowsy 

watchman strikes his gong--twice softly, once with a vigour that clangs the metal again, and a fourth time 

with a mere tap of the iron hammer against the copper plate. 

"What sort of lives do the majority of folk lead?" 

"Sorry lives." 

"Yes, that is what I too have found." 

A pause follows. Then the woman says quietly: 

"See, dawn is breaking, yet never this night have my eyes closed. Often I am like that; often I keep thinking 

and thinking until I seem to be the only human being in the world, and the only human being destined to re-

order it." 

"Many folk live unworthy lives. They live them amid discord, abasement, and wrongs innumerable, wrongs 

born of want and stupidity." 

And as the words leave my lips my mind loses itself in recollections of all the dark and harrowing and 

shameful scenes that I have beheld. 

"Listen," I say. "You may approach a man with nothing but good in your heart, and be prepared to surrender 

both your freedom and your strength; yet still he may fail to understand you aright. And how shall he be 

blamed for this, seeing that never may he have been shown what is good?" 

She lays a hand upon my shoulder, and looks straight into my eyes as she parts her comely lips. 

"True," she rejoins--"But, dear friend, it is also true that goodness never bargains." 

Together she and I seem to be drifting towards a vista which is coming to look, as it sloughs the shadow of 

night, ever clearer and clearer. It is a vista of white huts, silvery trees, a red church, and dew-bespangled 

earth. And as the sun rises he reveals to us clustered, transparent clouds which, like thousands of snow-white 

birds, go gliding over our heads. 

"Yes," she whispers again as gently she gives me a nudge. "As one pursues one's lonely way one thinks and 

thinks--but of what? Dear friend, you have said that no one really cares what is the matter. Ah, HOW true that 

is! " 

Here she springs to her feet, and, pulling me up with her, glues herself to my breast with a vehemence which 

causes me momentarily to push her away. Upon this, bursting into tears, she tends towards me again, and 

kisses me with lips so dry as almost to cut me--she kisses me in a way which penetrates to my very soul. 
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"You have been oh, so good!" she whispers softly. As she speaks, the earth seems to be sinking under my 

feet. 

Then she tears herself away, glances around the courtyard, and darts to a corner where, under a fence, a clump 

of herbage is sprouting. 

"Go now," she adds in a whisper. "Yes, go." 

Then, with a confused smile, as, crouching among the herbage as though it had been a small cave, she 

rearranges her hair, she adds: 

"It has befallen so. Ah, me! May God grant unto me His pardon!" 

Astonished, feeling that I must be dreaming, I gaze at her with gratitude, for I sense an extraordinary lightness 

to be present in my breast, a radiant void through which joyous, intangible words and thoughts keep flying as 

swallows wheel across the firmament. 

"Amid a great sorrow," she adds, "even a small joy becomes a great felicity." 

Yet as I glance at the woman's bosom, whereon moist beads are standing like dewdrops on the outer earth; as 

I glance at that bosom, whereon the sun's rays are finding a roseate reflection, as though the blood were 

oozing through the skin, my rapture dies away, and turns to sorrow, heartache, and tears. For in me there is a 

presentiment that before the living juice within that bosom shall have borne fruit, it will have become dried 

up. 

Presently, in a tone almost of self-excuse, and one wherein the words sound a little sadly, she continues: 

"Times there are when something comes pouring into my soul which makes my breasts ache with the pain of 

it. What is there for me to do at such moments save reveal my thoughts to the moon, or, in the daytime, to a 

river? Oh God in Heaven! And afterwards I feel as ashamed of myself! . . . Do not look at me like that. Why 

stare at me with those eyes, eyes so like the eyes of a child?" 

"YOUR face, rather, is like a child's," I remark. 

"What? Is it so stupid?" 

"Something like that." 

As she fastens up her bodice she continues: 

"Soon the time will be five o'clock, when the bell will ring for Mass. To Mass I must go today, for I have a 

prayer to offer to the Mother of God. . . Shall you be leaving here soon?" 
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"Yes--as soon, that is to say, as I have received back my passport." 

"And for what destination?" 

"For Alatyr. And you?" 

She straightens her attire, and rises. As she does so I perceive that her hips are narrower than her shoulders, 

and that throughout she is well-proportioned and symmetrical. 

"I? As yet I do not know. True, I had thought of proceeding to Naltchik, but now, perhaps, I shall not do so, 

for all my future is uncertain." 

Upon that she extends to me a pair of strong, capable arms, and proposes with a blush: 

"Shall we kiss once more before we part?" 

She clasps me with the one arm, and with the other makes the sign of the cross, adding: 

"Good-bye, dear friend, and may Christ requite you for all your words, for all your sympathy!" 

"Then shall we travel together?" 

At the words she frees herself, and says firmly, nay, sternly: 

"Not so. Never would I consent to such a plan. Of course, had you been a muzhik--but no. Even then what 

would have been the use of it, seeing that life is to be measured, not by a single hour, but by years?" 

And, quietly smiling me a farewell, she moves away towards the hut, whilst I, remaining seated, lose myself 

in thoughts of her. Will she ever overtake her quest in life? Shall I ever behold her again? 

The bell for early Mass begins, though for some time past the hamlet has been astir, and humming in a sedate 

and non-festive fashion. 

I enter the hut to fetch my wallet, and find the place empty. Evidently the whole party has left by the gap in 

the broken-down wall. 

I repair, next, to the Ataman's office, where I receive back my passport before setting out to look for my 

companions in the square. 

In similar fashion to yesterday those "folk from Russia " are lolling alongside the churchyard wall, and also 

have seated among them, leaning his back against a log, the fat-jowled youth from Penza, with his bruised 

face looking even larger and uglier than before, for the reason that his eyes are sunken amid purple 

protuberances. 
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Presently there arrives a newcomer in the shape of an old man with a grey head adorned with a faded velvet 

skull-cap, a pointed beard, a lean, withered frame, prominent cheekbones, a red, porous-looking, cunningly 

hooked nose, and the eyes of a thief. 

Him a flaxen-haired youth from Orel joins with a similar youth in accosting. 

"Why are YOU tramping?" inquires the former. 

"And why are YOU? " the old man retorts in nasal tones as, looking at no one, he proceeds to mend the 

handle of a battered metal teapot with a piece of wire. 

"We are travelling in search of work, and therefore living as we have been commanded to live." 

"By WHOM commanded?" 

"By God. Have you forgotten?" 

Carelessly, but succinctly, the old man retorts: 

"Take heed lest upon you, some day, God vomit all the dust and litter which you are raising by tramping His 

earth!" 

"How?" cries one of the youths, a long-eared stripling. 

"Were not Christ and His Apostles also tramps?" 

"Yes, CHRIST," is the old man's meaning reply as he raises his sharp eyes to those of his opponent. "But 

what are you talking of, you fools? With whom are you daring to compare yourselves? Take care lest I report 

you to the Cossacks!" 

I have listened to many such arguments, and always found them distasteful, even as I have done discussions 

regarding the soul. Hence I feel inclined to depart. 

At this moment, however, Konev makes his appearance. His mien is dejected, and his body perspiring, while 

his eyes keep blinking rapidly. 

"Has any one seen Tanka--that woman from Riazan?" he inquires. "No? Then the bitch must have bolted 

during the night. The fact is that, overnight, someone gave me a drop or two to drink, a mere dram, but 

enough to lay me as fast asleep as a bear in winter- time. And in the meantime, she must have run away with 

that Penza fellow." 

"No, HE is here," I remark. 
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"Oh, he is, is he? Well, as what has the company registered itself? As a set of ikon-painters, I should think!" 

Again he begins to look anxiously about him. 

"Where can she have got to? " he queries. 

"To Mass, maybe." 

"0F course! Well, I am greatly smitten with her. Yes, my word I am!" 

Nevertheless, when Mass comes to an end, and, to the sound of a merry peal of bells, the well-dressed local 

Cossacks file out of church, and distribute themselves in gaudy streams about the hamlet, no Tatiana makes 

her appearance. 

"Then she IS gone," says Konev ruefully. "But I'll find her yet! I'LL come up with her!" 

That this will happen I do not feel confident. Nor do I desire that it should. 

********************************* 

Five years later I am pacing the courtyard of the Metechski Prison in Tiflis, and, as I do so, trying to imagine 

for what particular offence I have been incarcerated in that place of confinement. 

Picturesquely grim without, the institution is, inwardly, peopled with a set of cheerful, but clumsy, 

humourists. That is to say, it would seem as though, " by order of the authorities," the inmates are presenting a 

stage spectacle in which they are playing, willingly and zealously, but with a complete lack of experience, 

imperfectly comprehended roles as prisoners, warders, and gendarmes. 

For instance, today, when a warder and a gendarme came to my cell to escort me to exercise, and I said to 

them, " May I be excused exercise today? I am not very well, and do not feel like, etcetera, etcetera," the 

gendarme, a tall, handsome man with a red beard, held up to me a warning finger. 

"NO ONE," he said, "has given you permission to feel, or not to feel, like doing things." 

To which the warder, a man as dark as a chimney-sweep, with large blue "whites" to his eyes, added 

stutteringly: 

"To no one here has permission been given to feel, or not to feel, like doing things. You hear that?" 

So to exercise I went. 
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In this stone-paved yard the air is as hot as in an oven, for overhead there lours only a small, flat patch of dull, 

drab- tinted sky, and on three sides of the yard rise high grey walls, with, on the fourth, the entrance-gates, 

topped by a sort of look-out post. 

Over the roof of the building there comes floating the dull roar of the turbulent river Kura, mingled with 

shouts from the hucksters of the Avlabar Bazaar (the town's Asiatic quarter) and as a cross motif thrown into 

these sounds, the sighing of the wind and the cooing of doves. In fact, to be here is like being in a drum which 

a myriad drumsticks are beating. 

Through the bars of the double line of windows on the second and the third stories peer the murky faces and 

towsled heads of some of the inmates. One of the latter spits his furthest into the yard--evidently with the 

intention of hitting myself: but all his efforts prove vain. Another one shouts with a mordant expletive: 

"Hi, you! Why do you keep tramping up and down like an old hen? Hold up your head!" 

Meanwhile the inmates continue to intone in concert a strange chant which is as tangled as a skein of wool 

after serving as a plaything for a kitten's prolonged game of sport. Sadly the chant meanders, wavers, to a 

high, wailing note. Then, as it were, it soars yet higher towards the dull, murky sky, breaks suddenly into a 

snarl, and, growling like a wild beast in terror, dies away to give place to a refrain which coils, trickles forth 

from between the bars of the windows until it has permeated the free, torrid air. 

As I listen to that refrain, long familiar to me, it seems to voice something intelligible, and agitates my soul 

almost to a sense of agony. . . . 

Presently, while pacing up and down in the shadow of the building, I happen to glance towards the line of 

windows. Glued to the framework of one of the iron window-squares, I can discern a blue-eyed face. 

Overgrown with an untidy sable beard it is, as well as stamped with a look of perpetually grieved surprise. 

"That must be Konev," I say to myself aloud. 

Konev it is--Konev of the well-remembered eyes. Even at this moment they are regarding me with puckered 

attention. 

I throw around me a hasty glance. My own warder is dozing on a shady bench near the entrance. Two more 

warders are engaged in throwing dice. A fourth is superintending the pumping of water by two convicts, and 

superciliously marking time for their lever with the formula, "Mashkam, dashkam! Dashkam, mashkam!" 

I move towards the wall. 

"Is that you, Konev?" is my inquiry. 

"It is," he mutters as he thrusts his head a little further through the grating. "Yes, Konev I am, but who you are 

I have not a notion." 
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"What are you here for?" 

"For a matter of base coin, though, to be truthful, I am here accidentally, without genuine cause." 

The warder rouses himself, and, with his keys jingling like a set of fetters, utters drowsily the command: 

"Do not stand still. Also, move further from the wall. To approach it is forbidden." 

"But it is so hot in the middle of the yard, sir!" 

"Everywhere it is hot," retorts the man reprovingly, and his head subsides again. From above comes the 

whispered query: 

"Who ARE you?" 

"Well, do you remember Tatiana, the woman from Riazan?" 

"DO I remember her?" Konev's voice has in it a touch of subdued resentment. "DO I remember her? Why, I 

was tried in court together with her!" 

"Together with HER? Was she too sentenced for the passing of base coin?" 

"Yes. Why should she not have been? She was merely the victim of an accident, even as I was." 

As I resume my walk in the stifling shade I detect that, from the windows of the basement there is issuing a 

smell of, in equal parts, rotten leather, mouldy grain, and dampness. To my mind there recur Tatiana's words: 

"Amid a great sorrow even a small joy becomes a great felicity," and, "I should like to build a village on some 

land of my own, and create for myself a new and better life." 

And to my recollection there recur also Tatiana's face and yearning, hungry breast. As I stand thinking of 

these things, there come dropping on to my head from above the low-spoken, ashen-grey words: 

"The chief conspirator in the matter was her lover, the son of a priest. He it was who engineered the plot. He 

has been sentenced to ten years penal servitude." 

"And she? " 

"Tatiana Vasilievna? To the same, and I also. I leave for Siberia the day after tomorrow. The trial was held at 

Kutair. In Russia I should have got off with a lighter sentence than here, for the folk in these parts are, one 

and all, evil, barbaric scoundrels." 

"And Tatiana, has she any children?" 
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"How could she have while living such a rough life as this? Of course not! Besides, the priest's son is a 

consumptive." 

"Indeed sorry for her am I!" 

"So I expect." And in Konev's tone there would seem to be a touch of meaning. "The woman was a fool--of 

that there can be no doubt; but also she was comely, as well as a person out of the common in her pity for 

folk." 

"Was it then that you found her again?" 

"When?" 

"On that Feast of the Assumption?" 

"Oh no. It was only during the following winter that I came up with her. At the time she was serving as 

governess to the children of an old officer in Batum whose wife had left him." 

Something snaps behind me--something sounding like the hammer of a revolver. However, it is only the 

warder closing the lid of his huge watch before restoring the watch to his pocket, giving himself a stretch, and 

yawning to the utmost extent of his jaws. 

"You see, she had money, and, but for her restlessness, might have lived a comfortable life enough. As it was, 

her restlessness--" 

"Time for exercise is up!" shouts the warder. 

"Who are you?" adds Konev hastily. "Somehow I seem to remember your face; but 1 cannot place it." 

Yet so stung am I with what I have heard that I move away in silence: save that just as I reach the top of the 

steps I turn to cry: 

"Goodbye, mate, and give her my greeting." 

"What are you bawling for? " blusters the warder. . . . 

The corridor is dim, and filled with an oppressive odour. The warder swings his keys with a dry, thin clash, 

and I, to dull the pain in my heart, strive to imitate him. But the attempt proves futile; and as the warder opens 

the door of my cell he says severely: 

"In with you, ten-years man!" 
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Entering, I move towards the window. Between some grey spikes on a wall I can just discern the boisterous 

current of the Kura, with sakli [warehouses] and houses glued to the opposite bank, and the figures of some 

workmen on the roof of a tanning shed. Below, with his cap pushed to the back of his head,a sentry is pacing 

backwards and forwards. 

Wearily my mind recalls the many scores of Russian folk whom it has seen perish to no purpose. And as it 

does so it feels crushed, as in a vice, beneath the burden of great and inexorable sorrow with which all life is 

dowered. 

https://americanliterature.com/author/maxim-gorky/short-story/a-woman 

  

https://americanliterature.com/author/maxim-gorky/short-story/a-woman
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*Baby Breakdown* 
by Anne Waldman 

Issue no. 48 (Fall 1969) 

for Bill Berkson 

  

lumbering           logging           lonesome 

             lugging                                   muggy weather 

numbs my brain 

                         ha! (a little shout off the machine 

                               —thanks Van) 

          separate sounds clapping 

                                        (clap clap clap clap clap clap 

                  inside your head 

                                                 voice line 

                                                 bass line 

                                                 treble line 

                                                 air line 

                                                                  taking off! 

          you are your head 

          you are a head 

          & you are those sounds emanating within 

                                                     so... 

                                                      * GO ON LIVING * 

                             (more! more! more! more!) 

heh! that guitar just jumped from one ear to the other 

https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=ea843229de&e=d538c8f2e0
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& THE GREAT ATLANTIC CABLE IS FREAKING OUT! 

please don’t use that word “freaking” not again 

                      Okay 

                            The Great Atlantic Cable is nodding out 

tho it’s not the same thing at all 

      PU           AT           IN           ON           YO           EMS 

      (trans: Put that in one of your poems, 

                                       Anne                    I think he said 

                                          & so I did 

                                          & so it is 

                                          & so what? 

                                                                          so what? 

did you say so what? 

                            good morning baby 

                            baby good night 

good morning baby 

baby good night 

good night baby 

baby good baby 

good morning morning 

baby good morning 

good baby baby 

baby good good 

good night good morning 

good night good night 
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good baby good 

good baby baby 

night baby morning 

night baby night 

night night night  

moming baby morning 

baby baby baby 

baby baby baby 

morning morning night 

night baby morning 

baby night baby 

morning morning morning 

goodbye baby 

baby bye bye 

good baby morning 

good baby night 

                            baby table 

                            baby chair 

                            baby wall 

                            baby bed 

         we’re gonna stay here forever so don’t wait up 

don’t get claustrophobic either 

             there’s a lot of space if you look in the right places 

* (between the lines!) * 

                                                               looked & looked 

o rapture & destr 
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                         o phantom brain wha ? 

& then something took hold of me 

                                           no, not a baby arm 

I think it was the BIG REALITY 

                               (disguised as a baby) 

    Lord Lord Lord 

        I’m so tired 

                  Now I’m not 

                                  now I am 

    can’t decide 

                 disaster button 

                 dilemma cushion 

    here, 

           have a seat in the Magic Tree 

It’ll give you a whole new “take” on the situation 

                                                                if you’re ready 

    I’m sitting here in a completely new place myself tonight 

           closer to nature 

                               the good-natured “close” 

with a heavy thought on my brain 

                             it weighs 20 lbs at least 
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      & has no place to go except the top 

                      So 

                   if you see me tomorrow help me out from under 

         into the air of your kind gaze 

                                 (Bill) 

warmth surrounds the circle as you cheer them on, em on 

 

 

https://theparisreview.us17.list-

manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=ea843229de&e=d538c8f2e0 

  

https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=ea843229de&e=d538c8f2e0
https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=ea843229de&e=d538c8f2e0
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An accurate and predictive model for the infrared dielectric function of a van der Waals material 

ByDIPC   

Future information and communication technologies will rely on the manipulation of not only electrons but 

also of light at the nanometer-scale. Squeezing light to such a small size has been a major goal in 

nanophotonics for many years. Particularly strong light squeezing can be achieved with 

polaritons, quasiparticles resulting from the strong coupling of photons with a dipole-carrying excitation, at 

infrared frequencies in two-dimensional materials, such as graphene and hexagonal boron nitride. Polaritons 

can be found in materials consisting of two-dimensional layers bound by weak van der Waals forces, the so-

called van der Waals materials. These polaritons can be tuned by electric fields or by adjusting the material 

thickness, leading to applications including nanolasers, tunable infrared and terahertz detectors, and molecular 

sensors. 

But there is a major problem: even though polaritons can have long lifetimes, they have always been found to 

propagate along all directions (isotropic) of the material surface, thereby losing energy quite fast, which limits 

their application potential. 

 

Figure 1. Crystalline structure of α-MoO3. 

Do anisotropic polaritons exist? Actually, they had been observed experimentally only in artificially 

structured materials, when two years ago it was reported the first observation of an anisotropic polariton 

https://mappingignorance.org/2020/07/16/an-accurate-and-predictive-model-for-the-infrared-dielectric-function-of-a-van-der-waals-material/#author
https://mappingignorance.org/2018/01/25/what-on-earth-is-a-polariton/
https://mappingignorance.org/2018/10/25/a-route-to-the-directional-control-of-light-matter-interactions-at-the-nanoscale/
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(more precisely, phonon polaritons, the coupling of an infrared photon with an optic phonon) propagation in a 

natural material: slabs of α-phase molybdenum trioxide (α-MoO3), a van der Waals polar semiconductor . In 

such materials, an hyperbolic in-plane polariton dispersion leads to an enhanced density of optical states and a 

ray-like directional propagation along the surface. This discovery placed α-MoO3 at a privileged stage for 

studying and manipulating light at the nanoscale, beyond what had been achieved with other materials 

supporting phonon polaritons, such as silicon carbide (SiC) or hexagonal boron nitride (hBN). 

Yet, to accurately predict the infrared response of α-MoO3 and thus to enable predictive capabilities for 

advanced optical devices, it is imperative to develop an accurate dielectric function model. An accurate model 

would include high- and low-frequency dielectric constants or the phonon damping constants, as these 

parameters are critical for providing insights into how the crystal lattice dictates the optical response of the 

material. 

Current models using α-MoO3 have relied on a dielectric function that was estimated from reported optic 

phonon frequencies. This implies assuming the accuracy of these reports of the phonon frequencies, 

something not granted, and results in an approach that cannot accurately extract the needed constants. 

Figure 2. Near-field simulated and experimental images of in-plane anisotropic phonon polaritons on an α-

MoO3 flake. 

Now, to overcome these limitations, a team of researchers uses 1 a model fitting of polarized far-field infrared 

spectroscopy on single thick flakes of α-MoO3. This procedure allows identifying the phonon frequencies, 

high- and low-frequency dielectric constants, and damping rates. 

In order to refine this far-field approach and to compensate for any errors induced by the limited lateral scale 

of the flake, which prevents some measurements, the researchers compared near-field measurements of the 

damping and the dispersion of phonon polaritons propagating on a thin flake of α-MoO3 to full-wave 

numerical simulations and calculations that use the initially extracted dielectric function as input. The 

quantitative agreement between the model and far- and near-field results found was exceptional after an 

https://mappingignorance.org/2018/01/25/what-on-earth-is-a-polariton/
https://mappingignorance.org/2018/01/18/what-the-heck-is-a-phonon/
https://mappingignorance.org/2020/07/16/an-accurate-and-predictive-model-for-the-infrared-dielectric-function-of-a-van-der-waals-material/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+MappingIgnorance+%28Mapping+Ignorance%29#note-7076-1
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iterative process, dramatically improving the fit and verifying the accuracy and robustness of the resulting 

dielectric function. 

This result not only represents an accurate and predictive model for the infrared dielectric function of α-

MoO3, an emerging van der Waals material for nanophotonics. It also offers an innovative approach to 

extracting dielectric functions of nanomaterials, where the use of traditional methods is challenging or even 

not possible. 

Author: César Tomé López is a science writer and the editor of Mapping Ignorance 

Disclaimer: Parts of this article may be copied verbatim or almost verbatim from the referenced research 

paper. 
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Promising Alzheimer’s biomarker detected in eyes for the first time 

By Rich Haridy 

 

A protein associated with neurodegeneration, previously detected in blood samples, has now been found in 

eye fluid 

SergeyNivens/Depositphotos 

VIEW 1 IMAGES 

A protein, previously found to be an effective blood-based biomarker of neurodegenerative diseases such as 

Alzheimer’s, has for the first time been detected in the eye. The discovery lays the foundation for promising 

new diagnostic eye tests hoping to catch neurodegenerative diseases years before symptoms appear. 

“One of the biggest priorities in Alzheimer’s disease research is to develop ways to diagnose the disease 

before the onset of symptoms, which would allow for early treatment that could help halt the progression of 

this fatal disease,” says Boston Medical Center’s Manju Subramanian, first author on the new study. 

https://newatlas.com/author/rich-haridy/
https://depositphotos.com/30140579/stock-photo-close-up-of-human-eye.html
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Neurofilament light chain (NfL) is a protein released as a result of brain cell damage. Although it is not yet 

used as a diagnostic tool in clinical settings, a growing body of research is finding it can be detected in blood 

and cerebrospinal fluid many years, or even decades, before clinical symptoms of neurodegenerative diseases 

appear. 

In this new study, researchers set out to determine whether NfL can be detected in the eye, and whether these 

levels in the eye correlate with other biomarkers of Alzheimer’s disease progression. Eye fluid samples were 

collected during routine eye surgery from 77 subjects, at an average age of 56 years old. 

NfL levels were successfully detected in all 77 subjects. Increased levels of NfL were effectively associated 

with higher levels of other biomarkers of Alzheimer’s such as amyloid and tau proteins. And perhaps most 

importantly, these eye-related NfL levels were not associated with any clinical eye diseases, or general 

systemic diseases, including diabetes. This particular finding adds weight to the hypothesis NfL levels are 

directly related to neurodegenerative disease. 

A large body of recent study has been investigating ways non-invasive eye tests can be used to catch 

Alzheimer’s disease years before symptoms appear. The most successful tests leverage a technology called 

OCTA, or optical coherence tomography angiography. 

Despite extraordinarily promising data linking OCTA measurements to the very earliest stages of Alzheimer’s 

neurodegeneration, there have been conflicting results. This suggests OCTA data can be confounded by co-

existing eye disease. 

The new study suggests finding a quantifiable protein-based biomarker, such as NfL, in eye fluid offers an 

additional, and potentially more specific, predictive marker for neurodegenerative disease. Of course, it is 

important to note this study is preliminary, and further validation studies will be required to examine NfL 

levels in eye fluid from patients at various stages of Alzheimer’s disease. 

The study also notes the ocular fluid samples used in the research were obtained during eye surgery, and the 

researchers are realistic about the challenges they face in translating these findings into a practical clinical 

test. 

The next step for the research will be to explore whether NfL levels can be detected in more accessible eye 

fluids, such as tear secretions. If a less invasive way of procuring ocular fluid can be effectively demonstrated 

then broad eye testing could be deployed as an early diagnostic for many neurodegenerative diseases. 

“We hope that these results will add another way to use information about what’s happening in different parts 

of the body to detect the presence of disease before neurodegeneration takes hold, causing irreversible 

damage,” says Subramanian. “The earlier we can diagnose and treat these diseases, the better off our patients 

will be.” 

https://newatlas.com/alzheimers-blood-test-genetic-protein/58132/?itm_source=newatlas&itm_medium=article-body
https://newatlas.com/medical/biomarker-nfl-neurodegenerative-disease-alzheimers-huntingtons-early-detection/?itm_source=newatlas&itm_medium=article-body
https://newatlas.com/alzheimers-eye-exam-early-detection/58819/?itm_source=newatlas&itm_medium=article-body
https://newatlas.com/eye-scan-alzheimers-disease-dementia-diagnose/57031/?itm_source=newatlas&itm_medium=article-body
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The new study was published in the journal Alzheimer’s Research & Therapy. 

Source: Boston Medical Center 
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‘The Story I’m Telling’: An Interview with Archie Shepp 

Accra Shepp 

Accra Shepp 

Saxophonist Archie Shepp performing with the pianist Jason Moran at the Whitney Museum, New York City, 

September 27, 2019 

https://www.nybooks.com/contributors/accra-shepp/
https://cdn.nybooks.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/shepp-archie-by-accra-performing-whitney.jpg
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My father, the saxophonist Archie Shepp, has recorded more than 110 albums since 1962, performed all over 

the world, and received numerous honors, including the 2016 Jazz Master’s Award from the National 

Endowment for the Arts. In the 1960s, he helped define “free jazz,” a new idiom in which the details of 

melody, harmony, and rhythm are all improvised to create a grand conversation: voices rise and fall, 

sometimes echoing one another, sometimes dissonant and discordant. In the 1970s and 1980s he wove the 

blues into his music, extending our understanding of this tradition. His cultural influence reaches far beyond 

the realm of jazz, touching artists as diverse as Ntozake Shange and Chuck D. 

When I was growing up with my parents, brother, and two sisters in an apartment on Cooper Square in the 

East Village, my father always worked late, going to bed at four or five in the morning even when he wasn’t 

performing. His “studio” was separated from our apartment by a creaky hallway. But in the dysfunctional 

design of tenement buildings, the bathtub was part of that unit, so we sometimes trooped through rehearsals 

wet and shivering, and I would go to bed listening to him playing with Roswell Rudd, Beaver Harris, and 

other musicians. 

My father was a revolutionary, both musically and politically. His music is intimately connected with the 

Black Power movement of the 1960s. At home there were Black Panther Party magazines lying about, and it 

was around the dinner table that I first heard of the Tuskegee Experiment, the FBI infiltration of the Black 

Power movement, and the fact that Thomas Jefferson had fathered Black children. Mostly, though, the talk 

was of music. I remember hearing stories about Miles Davis, John Coltrane, and other people my father knew; 

about the 1969 Pan-African Cultural Festival in Algeria, which he participated in while visiting Eldridge 

Cleaver in exile; about Billie Holiday’s “Strange Fruit” and one of her last performances on the Lower East 

Side, which my father had attended shortly before her tragic death. 

It felt important, in this moment of great social change, to ask my father the question “What is the role of the 

artist?” Our conversations on this subject—and many others—began in September 2018 and have continued 

up to the present. What follows is an edited compilation of those discussions. 

 

Accra Shepp: How did you become politically active? 

Archie Shepp: My third-grade teacher gave us an assignment to write about anything we chose, and I wrote a 

paper about prejudice and the injustice that minorities faced. I didn’t use exactly those terms. But she was 

really quite shocked that I should raise questions that had such adult implications. 

She asked me where did I learn about prejudice and racism, perhaps not thinking that, in fact, I was a victim 

of those problems. I told her that I learned from my father [John Shepp] and our upstairs neighbor, William 

Meyers, who—on the weekends, when they weren’t working—used to have long political debates that went 

on all day in our apartment in Philadelphia. They would discuss social, political, economic problems that 

faced our people. So I had simply repeated things I had learned while listening to them.  

What influence did Grandpa have on you musically? 
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Archie Shepp with his father, Johnny Shepp; from an album belonging to the elder Shepp’s sister, Avis 

McSmith 

My father—your grandpop—was a real blues man! He played banjo; his tastes leaned toward blues and the 

music of the 1940s. He was a fan of the Mills Brothers, Duke Ellington, and Count Basie. He didn’t like Bud 

Powell and Charlie Parker, that was not his thing—Mr. Meyers introduced me to music that came after the 

blues. In fact, Mr. Meyers took me and my friend, the bassist Reggie Workman, to hear Charlie Parker at the 

https://cdn.nybooks.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/shepp-johnny-archie.jpg
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Met in Philadelphia. But the banjo was my first instrument, really. I grew up with that sound in my ear and 

that kind of music really motivated me.  

Did you ever meet Charlie Parker? 

In a manner of speaking. That concert at the Met was in 1954, less than a year before Parker died. Reggie and 

I were both about sixteen years old. 

Bird [Charlie Parker] was two hours late for the performance, and it turned out that Herb Gordy—another 

neighbor—had had to get Bird’s horn out of pawn. Gordy was an unsung genius who had arranged Bird’s 

music for a thirty-nine-piece orchestra that night. 

It was like waiting for Godot, you know. It was summer and the sun went down late. I was very discouraged; 

I thought that we weren’t going to see Bird. 

So I went outside onto Warren Avenue. I saw this guy—huge, corpulent—from the back, walking with a 

blond white woman. Immediately, I knew this must be Charlie Parker because no Black man in Philadelphia 

would dare to be walking with a blond woman. Especially during that era. 

His suit was so wrinkled that even the cuffs of the pants had wrinkles. And he wore what was perhaps the first 

afro that I’d ever seen. You couldn’t see his ears, he had a growth of hair—because he was a drug addict and 

he didn’t always take care of his… couture. But I knew it was Charlie Parker, even though I didn’t see his 

face. I went back into the theater, and maybe twenty minutes later he came in. And he really played. 

For some musicians, their music and their politics don’t interact that much. But for you, they have. How did 

that come about? 

Well, that’s existential. Having been a victim of social and political oppression, it was only natural that it 

would influence my music, my art, my writing. 

How did that process play out for you? In the 1950s, there wasn’t much space for a young Black musician, 

just starting out, to express a radical politics. 

I joined the pianist Cecil Taylor’s band almost immediately after I got out of college. He himself was very 

politically engaged—you don’t necessarily know that from his songs, and his approach to music. But it was 

Cecil that got me into what they called “free jazz.” He turned my whole concept of music around. 

I would never have thought of myself as a free jazz musician while I was growing up in Philadelphia. I grew 

up around people like Lee Morgan, Jimmy Oliver, Jimmy Heath, Bobby Timmons, and, though I hadn’t met 

him yet, John Coltrane—people who were very influential to me. And they had nothing to do with what you 

would call “free music.” It was only when I met Cecil, that’s what he played. And he gave me my first chance 

to make a professional recording. 
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He was very aware of who he was as a Black man. The first time I heard about Malcolm X was from Cecil 

Taylor. I used to go to Cecil’s house every day and practice his music, which was very complicated. I had to 

pay a lot of attention to his work in order to learn it. After we’d finished our rehearsals—frequently, it would 

just be him and me—we would just talk. We’d talk for hours sometimes. 

Monette Berthomier 

Accra Shepp with his father, Archie Shepp, in Florida for the funeral of Avis McSmith, 2010 

You also mentioned writing. What kind of writing have you done, and how did that come about? 

When I was in college, I had intended to become a lawyer. I had the idea that I wanted to help create social 

and political change in the lives of my people. 

In my sophomore year at Goddard College, I took a course in short-story writing with the man who created 

the theater department, Joe Rosenberg. He said to me, “Archie, you write dialogue very well. Have you ever 

https://cdn.nybooks.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/shepp-accra-archie.jpg
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thought about becoming a writer?” Well, I hadn’t, because where I grew up, Black people were not known for 

writing anything. 

The idea of becoming a writer really intrigued me. After Goddard, I worked with Joe on a play called Heaven, 

which I wrote. Then my play Junebug Graduates Tonight was produced off-Broadway. It was originally 

titled The Communist, but after I got a Rockefeller grant, it was suggested that I change the title [laughs]. It 

was a good play! The actors loved it; Moses Gunn, Rosalind Cash, Glynn Turman—they all went out to 

Hollywood after that. 

The thing that killed us was the review opening night. The critic didn’t think much of the play because he 

thought it was a repeat of the ideas of LeRoi Jones [Amiri Baraka]. I was very influenced by Roi but it was an 

entirely different work. My play was an allegory; his, Dutchman, was very contemporary. They both dealt 

with the theme of Black men and white women, so I think the critic just associated the two and said mine was 

a repeat of Roi’s. I was so disappointed by that experience, I eventually gave up my intention of becoming a 

playwright. 

But I did write four works: a full-length play, and three one-acts. I’m still sort of a closet playwright. I have 

several ideas. 

Tell me about the political group you were part of in the 1960s—the On Guard Committee for Freedom. Was 

it a direct political action group? 

Oh yeah, absolutely. It was formed with Cal Hearn, Calvin Hicks, Brenda Walcott, Aisha Rahman, Sarah 

Wright, and others. Amiri and Cal Hicks were the leaders of the organization. We had many of the African-

American intellectuals and artists from the Lower East Side, which was where we were living at that point. It 

was the civil rights movement, so we were publicly engaged, giving speeches, passing out leaflets, and so on. 

Do you see a connection between the work you were doing back then and the work of the Black Lives Matter 

movement now? 

Today, we say “Black Lives Matter” and “I’m Not Your Negro.” But I thought we’d said that more than fifty 

years ago under Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. In fact, we proved it, we fought for it. The murders of the civil 

rights workers Schwerner, Goodman, and Chaney in Mississippi during the Freedom Summer of 1964, the 

bombing of the 16th Street Church in Birmingham, Alabama, that killed four children the year before—

people gave their lives, and it was clear that we were not anyone’s negro. 

Why are we raising the same cry today? The election of an African-American president should have 

concluded all the implications of the Civil War. That should have finalized the whole problem of racism—the 

election of a Black president. 

Obama seemed to be rather ineffectual—a nice man, an excellent orator. He was elected on the idea that he 

was going to make some profound changes in the sociopolitical fabric of this country. But the part of his 

legacy he seems to be most proud of was killing Osama bin Laden. I would have hoped that it would have 

been the resuscitation of, the revitalization of, the promise and hope in the inner city. 

https://www.nytimes.com/1967/02/27/archives/theater-junebug-graduates-tonight-play-by-archie-shepp-is-jazz.html
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In one year, twelve hundred Black youth were shot on the streets of Chicago. Apparently, it did not matter so 

much to the president. When the children were killed in the school in Newtown, Connecticut, he went there 

and made a very impressive speech and wept. But I never saw him go to Chicago to weep for the Black 

children whose lives matter. 

So Black lives must matter to people of other races. Apparently, they must matter first and foremost to Black 

people, so that we stand up and we change the situation in our communities. We can’t do that without help 

from the larger society. 

Marion Kalter 

James Baldwin, Archie Shepp, and Ted Joans, Paris, 1975 

In the 1971 uprising at Attica State Prison near Buffalo, New York, prisoners, most of them Black and Puerto 

Rican men, demanded an end to physical abuse by the white prison guards and better living conditions. The 

four-day revolt escalated into a standoff in which ten hostages and twenty-nine prisoners died at the hands of 

police. It quickly became a symbol of social injustice and systemic racism. You responded to this event with 

the album Attica Blues. Did you know right away that you wanted to respond musically? 

Well, actually I hadn’t thought about it until my drummer at the time, Beaver Harris, came to me and said, 

“Hey, Shepp, let’s do an album about the tragedy at Attica Prison.” I had a picture in my mind of what the 

https://www.heatherannthompson.com/attica
https://cdn.nybooks.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/shepp-baldwin-kalter.jpg
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album would need to be almost immediately—that image was like being released from a shackled 

environment. I realized that this was something I’d wanted to do for a long time. I was awash with ideas, 

because they’d always been there. And now I saw the relationship these ideas had with the blues—to blues 

music, blues idioms—and how they can be made political and relevant. 

 

Mama Rose, Archie Shepp’s grandmother; from the album belonging to Avis McSmith 

https://cdn.nybooks.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/shepp-mrs-rosa.jpg
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Up until that point, I think most people knew you for playing free jazz. How did you know that for the Attica 

album, it had to be the blues? 

That was an important transition for me because people did associate me with the kind of music that is more 

free expression. I can remember when I went home and your grandmother [Vertelle] said, “Son, are you still 

playing the little tunes that ain’t got no melody?” [laughs] Working with my own ensemble gave me the 

chance to develop some of my own ideas and to go back to blues, where I had started. 

When my mother died, in 1970, I recall a conversation with a lady who had been a good friend of the family. 

We were sitting in the car after Mom’s funeral when she said, “Well, Archie, I’ve got a lot of your records. 

When are you going to play something that I can understand?” It made me reflect on the fact that I was doing 

something that wasn’t connecting with people who were very important to me. 

In the late 1970s, I recorded an album of spirituals with Horace Parlan that got the DownBeat critics’ award. 

When we played the first song, I choked up. I immediately reflected on my grandmother, Mama Rose, taking 

me to church when I was a little boy—and the “battles of song.” Battles of song were musical competitions 

waged between gospel groups during church revivals. Those were the conventions for the gospel singers like 

the Swan Silvertones, the Five Blind Boys, and the Clara Ward Singers. They would all get together and it 

was quite impressive because their music was provocative—provocative in the sense that it recalled the 

suffering and the enslavement of Black people: “Swing Low, Sweet Chariot,” “My Lord, What a Morning.” 

So, when we started the recording date, tears ran down my face, and I thought for a moment I couldn’t do the 

recording. I was too full of memories and emotion. But then I decided, if I don’t tell the story, who will? If 

I’m too full of tears, no one will ever know the truth. And I held back those feelings so that I could be the 

messenger of a story that needed to be told. 

There could have been no music without that experience. There could’ve been no blues if I hadn’t heard my 

father sing the blues, if I hadn’t seen my father suffer the blues and seen my mother suffer the blues. So the 

story I’m telling is really the story of my life. 
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Accra Shepp 

Archie Shepp, Hadley, Massachusetts, September 2019 

https://www.nybooks.com/daily/2020/09/29/the-story-im-telling-an-interview-with-archie-shepp/  

https://cdn.nybooks.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/shepp-archie-by-accra-1.jpg
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Psychedelic Fishes from the World’s First Natural History Encyclopedia of Marine Creatures 

Illustrated in Color 

An explosion of wonder at the borderline of science and the ecstatic imagination. 

BY MARIA POPOVA 

 

“Who has known the ocean? Neither you nor I, with our earth-bound senses, know the foam and surge of the 

tide that beats over the crab hiding under the seaweed of his tide-pool home; or the lilt of the long, slow 

swells of mid-ocean, where shoals of wandering fish prey and are preyed upon, and the dolphin breaks the 

waves to breathe the upper atmosphere,” Rachel Carson wrote in her lyrical 1937 masterpiece Undersea, 

which invited the human imagination to fathom the world of marine creatures for the first time — a world 

then more mysterious than the Moon — and paved the way for the awakening of the modern ecological 

conscience. 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2017/02/28/undersea-rachel-carson/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2017/01/27/rachel-carson-silent-spring-dorothy-freeman/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2017/01/27/rachel-carson-silent-spring-dorothy-freeman/
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More than two centuries earlier, a strange and wondrous book titled Poissons, écrevisses et crabes… que l’on 

trouve autour des Isles Moluques, et sur les côtes des Terres Australes — Fishes, crayfish and crabs, of 

various colors and extraordinary figures, which one finds around the Moluccas islands and on the coasts of 

the Austral lands — flashed into being, dizzying and dazzling everyone who chanced upon the 100 precious 

copies of the first edition with its extraordinary depictions of extraordinary creatures. 
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The world’s first encyclopedia of fishes illustrated in color, promising a “natural history of the rarest 

curiosities of the fish of the Indies,” it advertised these curiosities as “drawn from nature.” The author 
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identified himself as a secret British spy. He was, in fact, the Dutch publisher, bookseller, atlas-maker, and 

engraver Louis Renard (c. 1678–1746), employed at one time by the British Crown in the rather non-secret 

work of searching vessels as they departed Amsterdam’s ports to ensure they weren’t smuggling arms for a 

potential usurper of the British throne. Clickbait existed even in 1719. 
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The consummate images — 100 plates of them, populated by 460 individual hand-colored copper engravings, 

based on drawings by an artistically gifted soldier in the Dutch East India Company named Samuel Fallour, 

who worked with native artists — are even more vibrant than William Saville-Kent’s pioneering depictions 

of the Great Barrier Reef’s life-forms, even more otherworldly than Ernst Haeckel’s mesmerizing jellyfish, 

even more detailed than Harriet and Helena Scott’s Australian butterflies. They are seaborne butterflies, gilled 

and finned peacocks, psychedelic dragons of the ocean; they are candy-colored aliens, Earth’s proudest freak-

flags, floating cosmoses of wonder; they are undulating living poems. 

 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2020/05/11/william-saville-kent-great-barrier-reef-prints/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2020/03/26/ernst-haeckel-medusae/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2020/07/30/harriet-helena-scott-butterflies-australia/
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Available as a print and as a face mask. 

Reminiscent of Hindu deities and the marine creatures of Indian folklore, Renard’s creatures are so fanciful 

one might be tempted to take them for fictitious — a temptation significantly magnified by the depiction of a 

mermaid on page 220, its human portion appearing like a child’s drawing awkwardly appended to the elegant, 

elaborate paintings of the marine forms. 

https://society6.com/product/fishes-from-louis-renards-poissons-ecrevisses-et-crabes-17543178614_print?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/brainpicker/collection/vintage-science-face-masks?curator=brainpicker
https://www.brainpickings.org/2012/04/06/waterlife-tara-books/
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But while their beauty is embellished — by the artistic imagination filling in the gaps of science, as 

mythology has always done — it is not invented. When a modern ichthyologist examined the book a quarter 

millennium after its publication, he determined that only about one in ten of the species depicted was drawn 

from the imagination; the rest were identifiable down to the genus, many even to the species. 
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Their strange and wondrous countenances seem both alien and strikingly human, projection screens for our 

own emotions — their round unblinking eyes frozen in an expression of perpetual astonishment, their toothy 

underbites agape with aggressive incomprehension. 
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Available as a print. 

https://society6.com/product/fishes-from-louis-renards-poissons-ecrevisses-et-crabes-17543178610_print?curator=brainpicker
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The wonderful Biodiversity Library has scanned a rare surviving copy of the posthumous edition published in 

1754. I have spent some delicious hours — days, really — savoring it, restoring and color-correcting these 

time-washed treasures to their original splendor, to make them available as prints and, for the artworks that 

https://www.biodiversitylibrary.org/item/200575
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lend themselves to the pre-set cutting pattern, as face masks, with a portion of the proceeds benefiting The 

Nature Conservancy’s tireless stewardship of this irreplaceable world. 

 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2020/06/19/vintage-science-face-masks/
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Available as a print and as a face mask.

https://society6.com/product/fishes-from-louis-renards-poissons-ecrevisses-et-crabes-17543178616_print?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/brainpicker/collection/vintage-science-face-masks?curator=brainpicker
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Available as a print.

https://society6.com/product/fishes-from-louis-renards-poissons-ecrevisses-et-crabes-17543178602_print?curator=brainpicker
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.  

 

Available as a print and as a face mask. 

https://society6.com/product/fishes-from-louis-renards-poissons-ecrevisses-et-crabes-17543178676_print?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/brainpicker/collection/vintage-science-face-masks?curator=brainpicker
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Available as a print. 

https://society6.com/product/fishes-from-louis-renards-poissons-ecrevisses-et-crabes-17543178671_print?curator=brainpicker
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Available as a print. 

https://society6.com/product/fishes-from-louis-renards-poissons-ecrevisses-et-crabes-17543178666_print?curator=brainpicker
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Available as a print. 

 

Available as a print and as a face mask. 

 https://www.brainpickings.org/2020/08/15/louis-renard-poissons/?mc_cid=9ffe907c2f&mc_eid=d1c16ac662 

  

https://society6.com/product/fishes-from-louis-renards-poissons-ecrevisses-et-crabes-17543178646_print?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/product/fishes-from-louis-renards-poissons-ecrevisses-et-crabes-17543178617_print?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/brainpicker/collection/vintage-science-face-masks?curator=brainpicker
https://www.brainpickings.org/2020/08/15/louis-renard-poissons/?mc_cid=9ffe907c2f&mc_eid=d1c16ac662
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Young Relics 
by Emma Hine 

Issue no. 234 (Fall 2020) 

They broke into houses, 

my sisters. The empty ones, 

just built, where nobody had yet 

tried to sleep. Little mounds 

of sawdust still in the corners, 

no floorboards loose. 

I imagine them being the way 

I’ve seen them be with horses, 

hands gentle on the walls—after all, 

a house must learn to hold a family 

with all its quivering systems 

of energy and grief. I once saw Sierra 

with a colt that wasn’t ready 

to be ridden. She stood in the stall 

and talked until his heart rate slowed. 

All through our neighborhood 

new houses were dark and panicking. 

Enter sisters. 

Bringing comfort where it wasn’t 

supposed to be, no key for entry, 

no light allowed, just a ritual gift 

for the rooms alone to remember: 

hands on their painted flanks. 

Voices in the eaves. 

 

 

https://theparisreview.us17.list-

manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=2cdf33f9bf&e=d538c8f2e0 

https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=2cdf33f9bf&e=d538c8f2e0

